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Using This Document
This document is a compilation of three types
of research information along with findings for
the neighbourhood. Each type of information is
introduced in the individual chapter. All three types
of information are analysed and compiled in order
to inform findings which are categorised according
to WHO Age-Friendly City categories.

SPATIAL
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URBAN
ANALYSIS

FINDINGS
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Introduction to An Age Friendly Approach:
What is an Age Friendly City?
The World Health Organisation (WHO) Age-Friendly Cities programme is a
global movement aiming to improve the experiences of older people living in
cities around the world.
The WHO AFCC approach focuses on features
of a city’s structures, environment, services and
policies that impact on older residents’ experience
of ageing. The features which impact on ‘Agefriendliness’ are presented in eight ‘domains’
as petals of a flower, at the centre of which an
individual experiences the city as more (or less)
Age-friendly (WHO 2007: Fig 6). Since each domain
encompasses a wide range of factors, the WHO
flower indicates that each of these ‘determinants’

Outdoor Space
and Buildings

Communication and
Information

Community
Support and
Health

Civic Participation
and Employment

WHO Age-friendly Cities (2007)
The eight domains of an age-friendly city
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can be variously and simultaneously involved in
making the city more or less Age-friendly. In a
similar vein, the WHO concept of Active-ageing
suggests that the potential of Age-friendliness is
defined by the ability of older people to individually
and collectively influence or control the impact
on their experience of the city of some or all of
the factors across the domains of the Age-friendly
flower.

Transport

Housing

Social
Participation

Respect and Social
Inclusion

Age Friendly Manchester
Manchester City became a member of the WHO Age Friendly Cities network in
2010, comitting to improve social participation of older residents, and improve
the quality of local communities for older people.
Age-Friendly Manchester (AFM) is a partnership
involving organisations, groups and individuals
across the city playing their part in making
Manchester a great place to grow older. Working
alongside a board of older residents, a dedicated
AFM team in the Council works toward influencing
and educating organisations across the city and the
wider public about how they can contribute to this
aim (including the Council itself). This work is in

»» Reduce the risk of social isolation and
loneliness.

line with the World Health Organisation’s concept
of age-friendliness, which relates to “policies,
services and structures related to the physical
social environment that are designed to support
and enable older people to ‘age actively’ – that is to
live in security, enjoy good health and continue to
participate fully in society.”

»» Improve the health and wellbeing of older
residents.

The AFM strategy (the ten year Manchester Ageing
Strategy published in 2009) sets out the City’s
plan to address these issues by developing local
networks of services and promoting public health
services, in conjunction with City-wide reform as
set out in the ‘Our Manchester’ programme. These
initiatives are key to reducing the high demands
on services but the approach taken is focused on
building on existing strengths to improve the quality
of life of Manchester’s older population. The key
aims are as follows;
Age-Friendly Neighbourhoods
»» Support older people to deliver and participate
in community projects and activities.
»» Promote local social, cultural and leisure
opportunities that support good health and
wellbeing.

Age-friendly services
»» Increase awareness and application of the
AFM’s Older People’s Charter
»» Increase economic and cultural
participation among older residents.

Communication and involvement
Enhance opportunities for older people to
participate in and influence AFM
Increase age-friendly communications
Knowledge and innovation
To complete a needs and assets assessment of
the city’s older population.
To agree a new set of indicators to measure
progress for Age-Friendly Manchester.
Deliver research projects that make a difference
to the lives of older people.
Influence
Increase recognition of age-friendly approaches
in local, national and international strategies and
funding programmes.
To strengthen Manchester’s collaborative
partnerships locally, nationally and
internationally.
For more information about the AFM work,
please contact agefriendly@manchester.gov.uk.
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Old Moat in an Age Friendly Manchester
In 2012, the ‘Old Moat in an Age Friendly Manchester’ project was
commissioned by Southway Housing Trust (a community based housing
provider and social enterprise that owns and manages half of the stock in the
area) in partnership with the Manchester City Council (MCC) ‘Age Friendly
Manchester’ programme (AFM).
The ‘Old Moat in an Age Friendly Manchester’
project was undertaken by the Centre for Spatial
Inclusion at the Manchester School of Architecture
(CSI @MSA) working with the Manchester Institute
for Collaborative Research into Ageing (MICRA).
It followed the research framework, conceptual
principles and practical design guidance of the
WHO AFCC programme, working with the local
community to make the Old Moat neighbourhood
more Age-friendly.

Manchester
In Manchester, older people form a smaller than
average proportion of the population and
the number of people aged 65 and over is currently
decreasing, set against an above average number of
young adults. This is a combination of natural losses
and emigrants not being replaced by a large enough
cohort of late middle-aged people and older people
moving into the city. While there are some settled
communities of older people, many live in areas
where they are isolated or living in poverty. With
the 2011 Census showing even lower numbers of
people aged 65 and over than predicted, it would
seem logical to assume health and social care needs
will be reduced; however, evidence shows the
reverse is true. The characteristics of Manchester’s
older residents mean that they are more likely to
place high demands on hospital emergency and
mental health services and suffer from long term
limiting illnesses at an earlier stage in their old age
than nationally.
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However, there are specific areas and pockets with
higher concentrations of older people.
Old Moat is a ward of Manchester City with around
14,000 people with about 13% of its population
over 55 years- old. While this is well below the
Manchester average (circa 20%), a large student
/ younger population, concentrated around the
district centre on the eastern edge, leads to
much higher percentages of older people to the
west, reaching 40% in some parts. In UK terms,
there are high levels of deprivation and life limiting
illnesses as well as low life expectancy.

Images Above: Residents getting involved in creating the
findings.
Left:The Final Neighbourhood Report
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Age Friendly Old Moat
The Age Friendly Old Moat project undertook both research and design activities seeking to
discover how Age-friendly the area is now and develop activities to make it more Age-friendly.
Our interdisciplinary research and design team used expertise from architecture, urban design,
sociology, gerontology and community development, to consider both social and physical aspects of
the neighbourhood. We engaged with the local
community to explore Age-friendliness across the
WHO domains in order to design interventions
which would increase Age-friendliness.
A key enabling objective of our approach was to
increase resident participation across a range of
circumstances and improve engagement between
residents and city stakeholders (e.g. transport and
service providers). In an area previously without an
enduring, constituted group of residents or tenants
of any age, the objective was to improve both the
reception of, and resident involvement in, decisionmaking in the neighbourhood.
The project attempted to do this through the cocreation of a neighbourhood ‘action plan’ involving
both residents and institutional stakeholders in its
preparation and implementation. This ‘action plan’
was a device developed to gather and reconcile
explorations into the lived experience of older
residents from across multiple WHO domains so
that findings could be discussed and shared and
developed into proposals for interventions.
Rather than a process of ‘consultation’, the coproduction of this action plan enabled residents
to be active in designing a programme of
improvements that responded to their actual,
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specific experiences within the neighbourhood. A
range of resident involvements instigated during
the project continue at the time of writing and the
Capability methodologies of the pilot are now being
tested at a larger scale in the Greater Manchester
‘Ambition for Ageing’ project for which the MSA
Spatial Inclusion research team are contributing as
‘Local Delivery Leads’ in Manchester .

Above: One page from the Neighbourhood Report, showing the research, comments and data overlaid.
Below: Image from a findings workshop showing the importance of a multi-stakeholder approach.

Policeman

RSL executive

local resident

Regeneration

Transport
executive

Public Health
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Ambition for Ageing &
Manchester Age Friendly Neighbourhoods
We are the Manchester Age-friendly Neighbourhoods Team – a group aiming to bring people
together to develop plans to help make the Manchester neighbourhoods better for older
residents.

Manchester Age Friendly Neighbourhoods is part
of a Greater Manchester Ambition for Ageing
Programme. Ambition for Ageing is funded by
The Big Lottery as part of their Ageing Better
programme to improve the lives of older people.
• The Greater Manchester Centre for Voluntary
Organisation’s (GMCVO) Ambition for Ageing
project received £10.2m to lead work in 24 wards
across 8 local authorities in Greater Manchester
for a 5 year programme. Each LDL has three wards
or areas where they are concentrating their work.
Manchester Age Friendly Neighbourhoods (MAFN)
won the tender to be Local Delivery Leads (LDL)
for Manchester City.
The Manchester Age Friendly Neighbourhood
team (MAFN) is based in the Manchester School
of Architecture at MMU in partnership with
Southways Housing Trust. MAFN are a multidisciplinary team of researchers, urban designers,
a health and social care manager, architects and
community development workers who will be coresearching with residents about how Age Friendly
their neighbourhood is now and how to make it
better.
We are working in the following neighbourhoods:
»» Burnage
»» Hulme & Moss Side
»» Moston & New Moston
»» Miles Platting
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The project is designed to develop resident-led
Age Friendly Neighbourhood partnerships in each
area working towards reducing social isolation
and researching how this can best be achieved.
The resident-led partnerships will develop and
invest in resident-led projects designed to tackle
social isolation and increase age friendliness in
each neighbourhood. Each partnership are creating
an Age-Friendly Action Plan to provide find out
what it is like to live in the area for older people
and develop activities and projects to make the
neighbourhood more Age-Friendly.
Each resident-led partnership is managed by a
board which involves a range of institutional and
3rd sector partners. MAFN are supported by a
Steering Group which includes partners from
Southways, Manchester City Council, Age Friendly
Manchester, NHS/ CCG, MMU and representatives
of each Neighbourhood Partnership Board.
Over 43% of the Manchester LDL funding will be
directly invested by the partnerships in residentled projects = £324,000 until March 2020. (£93,960
for Burnage; £93,960 for Moston and £136,080 for
Hulme and Moss Side (based on the proportion of
older residents). MMU make no profit and along
with other project partners provide substantial
support in kind.

AF NEIGHBOURHOOD

Precedent
projects
to launch

PREVIOUS
CYCLE

AFN partnership

AFN
ACTION
PLAN
Implement
and Test

Evaluate and
Select

sucessful
projects
sustained

NEXT
CYCLE

Design and
Propose
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Age-Friendly Hulme & Moss Side Partnership
The Age-Friendly Hulme & Moss Side Partnership is run by a resident-led board
working alongside institutional and third sector partners working to make the
neioghbourhood more Age-Friendly.

What is the Partnership?

Ways you can contribute:

The partnership is led by local residents and aims
to make the area more age-friendly. They are
working with older people and researchers in the
Manchester Age Friendly Neighbourhood (MAFN)
team to understand what the neighbourhood is like
to live in now and how to improve it in the future.
To do this we are creating an action plan to help
make the area better for older people and we will
be funding projects which benefit older people in
the neighbourhood.

»» Talk with your neighbours friends and relatives
about the project

The partnership is governed by a resident-led
board. This board is made up of local residents
and representatives of local institutions and
organisations which are active in the area. To be
quortae, in order to make decisions on funding,
50% of people on the board must be residents of
Hulme or Moss Side, 50% of those residents must
be over 50 years old. There must be 5 institutions
represented (e.g. NHS, CCG, housing association,
police, Age Friendly Manchester etc.)

»» Attend events / Take part in design and
discovery activities
»» Provide local expertise by talking to
investigators
»» Be a local investigator
»» Contribute to the partnership mapping and
networking
»» Meet to evaluate and select projects
»» Help get to know harder to reach individuals
»» Be on the partnership champions board
»» Suggest or lead partnership projects
»» Support other projects initiated by your
partnership
»» Help the Age-friendly neighbourhood team by
joining the project board
»» Join the Age Friendly Manchester board
»» Help GMVCO, Greater Manchester Centre
for Voluntary Organisations by being on their
equalities board
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Images from Age Friendly Hulme & Moss Side Launch in March 2016
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Defining Focus Areas

St George’s & St Wilfred’s

Aquarius

BBC Loreto

Alex Park

Cardinal Court

KEY:
Areas of Older People
Specialist Housing Provision (tower-blocks/ sheltered housing/ retirement housing)

This map brings together the spatial data of the ages of the population and the
urban design analysis of the specialist housing accommodation in the area.
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St George’s & St Wilfred’s

In order to define a suitable research areas for
this project we have specifically looked at where
more older people are living from the Spatial Data
and the locations of specialist housing provison
(retirement homes, towerblocks etc).
Many areas with higher numbers of older people
also have specialist housing provision, suggesting
that there are relatively few older people live in
general needs housing.

Aquarius

By mapping these two pieces of information
suggests 4 main focus areas of St George’s & St
Wilfred’s, Aquarius, BBC Loreto and Alex Park.
The research strategy will focus on these 4 areas
for further interpersonal research and mapping.

BBC Loreto

We propose to target the project activity in these
areas and to make better links if not already made
with Cardinal Court included in the next stage of
the project.

Alex Park
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AGE FRIENDLY
HULME & MOSS SIDE
Spatial Data

Whilst statistics alone cannot make an area more
age-friendly, they can help us understand some of
the local characteristics which potential projects
need to take into account, and provide additional
evidence to verify or explain some of the stories
people are telling us face to face.
There is a lot of data we can use to build up a
picture of a neighbourhood, particularly from the
2011 Census. Whilst this is now a few years out
of date, it still provides an extremely rich source
of information because it asked a wide range of
questions.
Census data is published at a number of scales.
Whilst it can be used to describe national
characteristics, it can also be sorted into smaller
areas. The smallest area which census data is
available in is an ‘output area’, which as an average
size of 309 people. By presenting census data at
this level of detail, we can identify the differing
characteristics across a single neighbourhood.
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Percentage of adult population aged 50 and over
Source - Census 2011: QS103EW
England and Wales average 33.8%
Manchester average

21.7%

Hulme average

12.5%

Moss Side average

20.8%
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HUL

MCR

E+W

MOS

Fewer people
aged 50+

More people
aged 50+

Percentage of adult population aged 50 and over

01

In an area with a high number of young people there are
‘pockets’ of higher numbers of Older residents which relate
to the locations of specialist housing provision

Findings:

Hulme is younger than Moss Side in a generally young area
Older residents are less clustered in Moss Side when compared to Hulme
There appear to be distinct ‘pockets’ of older residents which relate 		
closley to the locations of specialist provision

City and national comparison text
What is it like compared to other parts
of the city?
How does it compare nationally?
Is it normal? expected?

Additional information:
Data for these maps comes from the 2011 census. The census asked for each individual to answer the
following question - ‘3 - What is your date of birth?’. The age of the individual was calculated based on their
age on the 27th March 2011.
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Percentage of adult population aged 16-24
Source - Census 2011: QS110EW
E+W

England and Wales average 14.0%

MCR
HUL

Manchester average

26.0%

MOS

Hulme average

25.9%

Moss Side average

32.0%

24

Fewer people
aged 16-24

More people
aged 16-24

Percentage of adult population aged 16-24

02

The area has a much higher proportion of younger people
(student population) than the UK average except in small
‘pockets’ where specialist housing is located

Findings:
Change finding to relate to student accomodation - need to locate student accomodations in urban design
research

City and national comparison text
What is it like compared to other parts
of the city?
How does it compare nationally?
Is it normal? expected?

Additional information:
Data for these maps comes from the 2011 census. The census asked for each individual to answer the
following question - ‘3 - What is your date of birth?’. The Office of National Statistics then categoried ‘usual
residents aged 16 and over’ into a series of adult lifestages, based on their aged on 27 March 2011.
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Percentage of adult population aged 55-64
Source - Census 2011: QS110EW
England and Wales average 14.3%
Manchester average

9.3%

Hulme average

4.6%

Moss Side average

7.2%
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HUL

MCR

E+W

MOS

Fewer people
aged 55-64

More people
aged 55-64

Percentage of adult population aged 55-64
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The breakdown of the over 50s demographic in the this and
the next three maps shows that there are a larger number
of people in their 50s and early 60’s than over 65

Findings:
This picture would be made clearer with a diagram of the demographic profile. - could be taken from the
Neighbourhood profile.
There are more younger old than older old in Hulme, with Moss Side closer to the Manchester Average.

City and national comparison text
What is it like compared to other parts
of the city?
How does it compare nationally?
Is it normal? expected?

Additional information
Data for these maps comes from the 2011 census. The census asked for each individual to answer the
following question - ‘3 - What is your date of birth?’. The Office of National Statistics then categoried ‘usual
residents aged 16 and over’ into a series of adult lifestages, based on their aged on 27 March 2011.
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Percentage of adult population aged 65-74
Source - Census 2011: QS110EW
E+W

England and Wales average 10.6%
Manchester average

6.4%

Hulme average

2.9%

Moss Side average

6.0%
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HUL

MCR
MOS

Fewer people
aged 65-74

More people
aged 65-74

Percentage of adult population aged 65-74
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The breakdown of the over 50s demographic shows that
there are ‘pockets’ of older residents with an older profile
than other pockets - which relates to the different kinds of
specialist provision

Findings:
This picture would be made clearer with a diagram of the demographic profile. - could be taken from the
Neighbourhood profile.
There are more younger old than older old in Hulme, with Moss Side closer to the Manchester Average.

City and national comparison text
What is it like compared to other parts
of the city?
How does it compare nationally?
Is it normal? expected?

Additional information:
Data for these maps comes from the 2011 census. The census asked for each individual to answer the
following question - ‘3 - What is your date of birth?’. The Office of National Statistics then categoried ‘usual
residents aged 16 and over’ into a series of adult lifestages, based on their aged on 27 March 2011.
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Percentage of adult population aged 75 and over
Source - Census 2011: QS110EW
England and Wales average 8.9%
Manchester average

5.5%

Hulme average

2.1%

Moss Side average

4.8%

30

HUL

MCR

E+W

MOS

Fewer people
aged 75+

More people
aged 75+

Percentage of adult population aged 75 and over
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The breakdown of the over 50s demographic shows that the
pockets of older residents tend to include all age groups

Taken together the 50-64, 65-74 and over 75 maps show that all age groups are present in the areas but
some areas have a higher concentration of some age groups over others, indicating that given the small
numbers of older people in the area is related to the age selection criteria of the particular specialist
housing provision in each ‘pocket’.

City and national comparison text
What is it like compared to other parts
of the city?
How does it compare nationally?
Is it normal? expected?

Additional information
Data for these maps comes from the 2011 census. The census asked for each individual to answer the
following question - ‘3 - What is your date of birth?’. The Office of National Statistics then categoried ‘usual
residents aged 16 and over’ into a series of adult lifestages, based on their aged on 27 March 2011.
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Percentage of population who were born in the UK
Source - Census 2011: QS803EW
England and Wales average 88.6%
Manchester average

74.7%

Hulme average

64.1%

Moss Side average

54.1%
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HUL

MCR

E+W

MOS

Fewer people
born in UK

More people
born in UK

Percentage of population who were born in the UK
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The population of Hulme and Moss Side is highly ethnically
mixed relative to both Manchester and the UK

Findings:
The neighbourhoods both have a lower percentage of people who were born in the uk than in the city and
nationally. This makes Hulme & Moss Side ethnically dioverse with people from different countries living in
the area.

City and national comparison text
What is it like compared to other parts
of the city?
How does it compare nationally?
Is it normal? expected?

Additional information:
Data for these maps comes from the 2011 census. The census asked for each individual to answer the
following question - “9 - What is your country of birth?”. This data is based on the number of people who
answered ‘England’, ‘Wales’, ‘Scotland’ or ‘Northern Ireland’.
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Percentage of population who have lived in the UK for less
than two years
Source - Census 2011: QS803EW
E+W

England and Wales average 1.7%
Manchester average

4.7%

Hulme average

12.2%

Moss Side average

9.1%

34

MCR

HUL
MOS

Fewer people

More people

Percentage of population who have lived in the UK for less than two years
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There are a high percentage of people new to the UK in the
area - around double the Manchester average

Findings:
It is not possible to discern what the mixture of new migrants and students are in these figures, but areas
known to be populated by students appear to have higher numbers. This is of particular importamnce in
Hulme where the darker tones indicate a many residents who have arrived recently due to migration or
student accommodation.

City and national comparison text
What is it like compared to other parts
of the city?
How does it compare nationally?
Is it normal? expected?

Additional information:
Data for these maps comes from the 2011 census. The census asked for each individual to answer the
following question - “10 - If you were not born in the United Kingdom, when did you most recently arrive
to live here?”. The time each person has lived in the UK was calculated based on how long they had lived in
the UK as of 27th March 2011.
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English proficiency of residents aged 50 and over:
‘Could not speak English well or at all’
Source - Census 2011: LC2015EW
E+W

England and Wales average 1.5%
Manchester average

4.3%

Hulme average

5.2%

Moss Side average

9.1%

36

MCR
HUL
MOS

Fewer people

More people

English proficiency of residents aged 50 and over: ‘Could not speak English well or at all’

08

High numbers of Older pepople in Hulme and Moss Side
have limited proficency in English language

Findings:
There are proportionate number of residents with limited proficency in English language to the numbers
of new arrivals to the UK in Hulme and Moss Side. Nearly double the number in Moss Side compared with
Hulme in both cases.
Thought:
Moss Side - lots of new migrants, lots of poor english (Migrants = African people)
Hulme - lots of new migrants, less people with bad english.... (Migrants = Students)

Additional information:
Data for these maps comes from the 2011 census. The census asked for each individual to answer the
following question - “18 - What is your main language” . If the answer is not ‘English’ (or ‘Welsh’ in the
Welsh version census), a follow-up question is asked - “19 - How well can you speak English”.
The possible answers are ‘Very well’, ‘Well’, ‘Not well’ or ‘Not at all’. The maps show respondents over 50
who answered ‘Not well’ or ‘Not at all’. The census form was available in 56 foreign languages.
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Percentage of people aged 50 and over who live alone
Source - Census 2011: LC1109EW
E+W

England and Wales average 24.2%
Manchester average

33.1%

Hulme average

53.7%

Moss Side average

37.6%

MCR

HUL

MOS

Fewer people
living alone

More people
living alone
White = Incomplete dataset
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Percentage of people aged 55 and over who live alone

09

Over half of older people in Hulme are living alone while
Moss Side is close the the Manchester average

Findings:
This appears to correlate to the specialist provision of flats in Hulme compared with generally larger family
properties in Moss Side.

City and national comparison text
What is it like compared to other parts
of the city?
How does it compare nationally?
Is it normal? expected?

Additional information:
Data for these maps comes from the 2011 census. The census asked for each household to answer the
following questions - “H1 - Who usually lives here?’ and ”H2 - Counting everyone you included in question
H1, how many people usually live here?”. The data on these maps identified the number of people aged 55
and over who are the only usual resident in their household.
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Tenure of residents aged 50 and over: Owner Occupier
Source - Census 2011: LC3408EW
England and Wales average 78.3%
Manchester average

55.8%

Hulme average

22.6%

Moss Side average

34.6%

40

MCR

HUL

E+W

MOS

Fewer owner
occupiers

More owner
occupiers

Tenure of residents aged 50 and over: Owner Occupier

10

Except for a two small areas of private apartments and the
‘St Mary’s area’ older people constiute a low percentage of
the owner-occupiers

Findings:
Two areas of private apartments stand out as having close to or above the percentage of older owner
occupiers and the St.Mary’s area around Hulme High Street shows as having near the ‘national’ average.
Hulme Park is showing a relatively high percentage but should be discounted due to low numbers of
residents.
Moss Side shows higher numbers of older owner occupiers than Hulme with areas such as Bowes Street
reaching the Manchester average.

City and national comparison text
What is it like compared to other parts
of the city?
How does it compare nationally?
Is it normal? expected?

Additional information:
Data for these maps comes from the 2011 census. The census asked for each household to answer the
following question - “H12 - Does your household own or rent this accommodation?’.
The five options available are ‘Owns outright’, ‘Owns with a mortgage or loan’, ‘Part owns and part rents
(shared ownership)’, ‘Rents (with or without housing benefit)’ or ‘Lives here rent free’.
The data on these maps identified the number of people aged 50 and over who live in a household which is
owned outright, or owned with a mortgage or loan.
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Tenure of residents aged 50 and over: Private Rental
Source - Census 2011: LC3408EW
E+W
MCR
HUL

England and Wales average 7.2%
Manchester average

9.0%

Hulme average

9.1%

Moss Side average

11.7%

42

MOS

Fewer private
renters

More private
renters

Tenure of residents aged 50 and over: Private Rental

11

Most areas of higher percentages of older people correlate
with low numbers of private rental

Findings:
Older residents are likely to be social renters and not owner occupiers. Older residents renting privately
are most likely to be Western and Northern parts of the BBC Loretto area. The area containing Hulme
‘Homes for Change’ shows as a concentrated area of private rent in a zone with very few residents (the
other buildings in that ‘green’ zone are offices and university buildings.

City and national comparison text
What is it like compared to other parts
of the city?
How does it compare nationally?
Is it normal? expected?

Additional information:
Data for these maps comes from the 2011 census. The census asked for each household to answer the
following question - “H12 - Does your household own or rent this accommodation?’.
The five options available are ‘Owns outright’, ‘Owns with a mortgage or loan’, ‘Part owns and part rents
(shared ownership)’, ‘Rents (with or without housing benefit)’ or ‘Lives here rent free’.
Those who rent are asked a follow-up question - “H13 - Who is your landlord?”. These maps show the
number of people aged 50 or over who private renters, This means there landlord is a private landlord, a
letting agency, and employer of a household member or a friend/relative of a household member.
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Tenure of residents aged 50 and over: Social Rental
Source - Census 2011: LC3408EW
E+W

England and Wales average 14.5%
Manchester average

35.2%

Hulme average

68.4%

Moss Side average

53.8%
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MCR

HUL
MOS

Fewer social
renters

More social
renters

Tenure of residents aged 50 and over: Social Rental

12

Most areas of higher percentages of older people correlate
with areas of social rental

Findings:
Where there are higher numbers of older people there are also higher proportyions of people living in
social rental properties.

City and national comparison text
What is it like compared to other parts
of the city?
How does it compare nationally?
Is it normal? expected?

Additional information:
Data for these maps comes from the 2011 census. The census asked for each household to answer the
following question - “H12 - Does your household own or rent this accommodation?’.
The five options available are ‘Owns outright’, ‘Owns with a mortgage or loan’, ‘Part owns and part rents
(shared ownership)’, ‘Rents (with or without housing benefit)’ or ‘Lives here rent free’.
Those who rent are asked a follow-up question - “H13 - Who is your landlord?”. These maps show the
number of people aged 50 or over who social renters, This means there landlord is either a housing
association, housing cooperative, charitable trust, registered social landlord or a council/local authority.
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Percentage of households with 3 or more bedrooms
Source - Census 2011: QS411EW
England and Wales average 60.6%
Manchester average

51.8%

Hulme average

24.6%

Moss Side average

44.6%
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E+W
MCR

HUL
MOS

Fewer 3 bed
homes

More 3 bed
homes

Percentage of households with 3 or more bedrooms

13

Properties in Moss Side are larger than in Hulme.

Findings:
It may be the case that older people living alone in Hulme are more likely to be living near others with
similar status when compared with Moss Side. The types of housing will also be a factor in this finding as
there are more specialitst housing types such as tower blocks in Hulme than there are in Moss Side.

City and national comparison text
What is it like compared to other parts
of the city?
How does it compare nationally?
Is it normal? expected?
With the location of the neighbourhood
being on the edge of the city centre
it is expected that Hulme acts as a
transitional neighbourhood in terms of
numbers of bedrooms, with Moss Side
getting further from the city centre
increasing in number of bedrooms.

Additional information:
Data for these maps comes from the 2011 census. The census asked for each household to answer the
following question - “H10 - How many of these rooms are bedrooms?’. The data on these maps shows the
percentage of households who state they have 3 or more bedrooms.
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Estimated number of spare rooms per household
Source - Census 2011:QS412EW
England and Wales average 0.98
Manchester average

0.41

Hulme average

0.22

Moss Side average

0.26
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MCR
HUL

E+W

MOS

Fewer
spare rooms

More
spare rooms

Estimated number of spare rooms per household

14

There are few spare rooms in households in Hulme and
Moss Side

Findings:
It partially correlates to the specialist provision. Including to the west of Moss Side, Hibiscus court and in
Hulme the area of towerblocks adjacent to the Aquarius Estate.

City and national comparison text
What is it like compared to other parts
of the city?
How does it compare nationally?
Is it normal? expected?

Additional information:
Data for these maps comes from the 2011 census. The census asked for each household to answer the
following question - “H10 - How many of these rooms are bedrooms?’. The Office of National Statistics
compares the number of bedrooms in a property to data about residents living there to generate an
‘Occupancy Rating’, which identifies whether a home is under or over-occupied. This takes into account a
number of factors, such as the age, gender and familial relationship between residents. Households are given
one of five occupancy ratings; ‘-2 or less’, ‘-1’, ‘0’, ‘+1’, ‘+2 or more’. where negative numbers show overoccupancy and positive number under-occupancy.
The data shown in these maps uses occupancy rating to estimate the average number of spare bedrooms
per household. This is approximate, as the census data is unable to quantify extreme levels of over and
under-occupancy, and the occupancy rating calculation assumes a number of factors not all households will
adhere to, such as young children sharing a bedroom.
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Percentage of people aged 50 and over with no access to a car or van
Source - Census 2011:DC3407EW
E+W

England and Wales average 20.7%
Manchester average

40.3%

Hulme average

62.4%

Moss Side average

60.4%

50

MCR

HUL
MOS

Fewer people
with no car

More people
with no car

Percentage of people aged 50 and over with no access to a car or van

15

A very low percentage of older people have access to a car
in the area

Findings:
The low levels of car ownership overlap with the pockets of older residents

City and national comparison text
What is it like compared to other parts
of the city?
How does it compare nationally?
Is it normal? expected?

Additional information:
Data for these maps comes from the 2011 census. The census asked for each household to answer the
following question - “H14 - In total, how many cars or vans are owned, or available to use, by members
of this household?’. These maps show the percentage of people aged 50 or over who live in a household
where no cars were available to be used by any member of the household.
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Percentage of people aged 50 and over who report their health to be
‘bad’ or ‘very bad’
Source - Census 2011:LC3206EW
E+W

England and Wales average 12.1%
Manchester average

21.5%

Hulme average

25.0%

Moss Side average

25.5%
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MCR

HUL
MOS

Fewer people
who report
poor health

More people
who report
poor health

Percentage of people aged 50 and over who report their health to be ‘bad’ or ‘very bad’

16

The area has a high percentage of people reporting very
bad health (double the UK average)

Findings:
Large area of blue in the centre of Hulme to the West of Princess Parkway is due to the precence of mainly
office and educational buildings and very low residential population
Areas of poor health are correlated in many cases with the location of specialist housing
Areas of fewer older people with poor health in Hulme correlate with areas of higher percentages of
private rental and owner occupation
Moss Side has health generally worse than the Manchester average with only one area to the South West
close to Platt Lane slightly better than the Manchester Average.
City and national comparison text
What is it like compared to other parts
of the city?
How does it compare nationally?
Is it normal? expected?

Additional information:
Data for these maps comes from the 2011 census. The census asked for each individual to answer the
following question - “13 - How is your health in general?’
The question is multiple choice with the following options - ‘Very good’, ‘Good’, ‘Fair’, ‘Bad’ or ‘Very bad’.
These maps show the percentage of people aged 50 and over who report their health to be ‘Bad’ or ‘Very
bad’.
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Percentage of people aged 50 and over with no formal qualifications
Source - Census 2011:DC5102EW

E+W

England and Wales average 38.3%
Manchester average

50.9%

Hulme average

48.2%

Moss Side average

56.4%
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MCR
HUL
MOS

Fewer people with
no qualifiations

More people with
no qualifiations

Percentage of people aged 50 and over with no formal qualifications

17
Findings:

The area has a high percentage of older people with low
levels of formal educational acheivement compared with
the UK average with Hulme slightly higher than Manchester
and Moss Side slightly worse

More migrants / new arrivals in Moss Side could correlate to less formal qualifications.

City and national comparison text
What is it like compared to other parts
of the city?
How does it compare nationally?
Is it normal? expected?

Additional information:
Data for these maps comes from the 2011 census. The census asked for each individual to answer the
following question - “25 - Which of these qualification do you have?’
The question is multiple choice with the 13 options covering different qualification types and, where
relevant, their previous incarnations (eg. O Levels and GCSEs). There are also options for foreign
qualifications, professional/vocational qualifications and no qualifications. These maps show the numbers of
people aged 50 and over who state that they have ‘no qualifications’.
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Reported crimes in 2014
Source - data.police.uk

No area averages available
Fewer
crimes

56

More
crimes

Reported crimes in 2014

18

Reported crimes show no significant increase in incidence
compared with surrounding areas of Manchester

Findings:
What is it tell us?
How does it change from area to area? North old, south young etc?
How does it correlate with other data?
Why do we think the data is like this? Lots of students=few older people etc.

City and national comparison text
What is it like compared to other parts
of the city?
How does it compare nationally?
Is it normal? expected?
Red = Trafford Centre and City Centre!

Additional information:
The data for these maps comes from data.police.uk, a web resource which provide monthly data of
reported crimes in each police authority area. These maps show the total number of crime in 2014 in each
Lower Super Output Area (LSOA), a statistical area used by the Office of National Statistics to show data
at a sub-ward level.
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Ethnicity: White
Source - Census 2011:KS201EW
MCR
HUL

England and Wales average 86.0%
Manchester average

66.6%

Hulme average

56.8%

Moss Side average

32.8%
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E+W

MOS

Fewer
white residents

More
white residents

Ethnicity: White

19

The area is highly ethnically mixed

Findings:
What is it tell us?
How does it change from area to area? North old, south young etc?
How does it correlate with other data?
Why do we think the data is like this? Lots of students=few older people etc.

City and national comparison text
What is it like compared to other parts
of the city?
How does it compare nationally?
Is it normal? expected?

Additional information:
Data for these maps comes from the 2011 census. The census asked for each individual to answer the
following question - “16 - What is your ethnic group?”
The question is multiple choice, with potential answers grouped into 5 categories - ‘White’, ‘Mixed/multiple
ethnic groups’, ‘Asian/Asian British’, ‘Black/African/Caribbean/Black British’, or ‘Other Ethnic Group’.
This map shows the number of people whose describe themselves as being ‘White’, which includes ‘English/
Welsh/Scottish/Northern Irish/British’, ‘Irish’, ‘Gypsy or Irish Traveller’ or ‘Any other White background’.
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Ethnicity: Asian/Asian British
Source - Census 2011:KS201EW
E+W

England and Wales average 7.5%
Manchester average

17.1%

Hulme average

16.9%

Moss Side average

18.5%
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MCR
HUL
MOS

Fewer
Asian residents

More
Asian residents

Ethnicity: Asian/Asian British

20

Correlate to the special pockets?

Findings:
Both Hulme and Moss Side correlate to the Manchester average for the percentage of Asian/ Asian British
ethnicity.

City and national comparison text
What is it like compared to other parts
of the city?
How does it compare nationally?
Is it normal? expected?

Additional information:
Data for these maps comes from the 2011 census. The census asked for each individual to answer the
following question - “16 - What is your ethnic group?”
The question is multiple choice, with potential answers grouped into 5 categories - ‘White’, ‘Mixed/multiple
ethnic groups’, ‘Asian/Asian British’, ‘Black/African/Caribbean/Black British’, or ‘Other Ethnic Group’.
This map shows the number of people whose describe themselves as being ‘Asian/Asian British’, which
includes ‘Indian’, ‘Pakistani’, ‘Bangladeshi’, ‘Chinese’, or ‘Any other Asian background’.
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Ethnicity: Black/African/Caribbean/Black British
Source - Census 2011:KS201EW

E+W

England and Wales average 3.3%
Manchester average

8.6%

Hulme average

14.8%

Moss Side average

34.5%
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MCR

HUL
MOS

Fewer
black residents

More
black residents

Ethnicity: Black/African/Caribbean/Black British

21

Hulme and Moss Side has one of the largest Black / African /
Caribbean / Black British communities in Manchester

Findings:
What is it tell us?
How does it change from area to area? North old, south young etc?
How does it correlate with other data?
Why do we think the data is like this? Lots of students=few older people etc.

City and National Comparison
Manchester has higher than the average
percentage in England and Wales and
this tends to be concentrated in two
neighbourhoods in particular: Moss Side
and Ardwick.

Additional information:
Data for these maps comes from the 2011 census. The census asked for each individual to answer the
following question - “16 - What is your ethnic group?”
The question is multiple choice, with potential answers grouped into 5 categories - ‘White’, ‘Mixed/multiple
ethnic groups’, ‘Asian/Asian British’, ‘Black/African/Caribbean/Black British’, or ‘Other Ethnic Group’.
This map shows the number of people whose describe themselves as being ‘Black/African/Caribbean/Black
British’, which includes ‘African’, ‘Caribbean’ or ‘Any other Black/African/Caribbean background’.
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Percentage difference in ethnicity of younger (0-49) and older (50+)
cohorts: White
Source - Census 2011:DC2101EW
MCR

England and Wales average -11.8%
Manchester average

-21.5%

Hulme average

-9.5%

Moss Side average

-11.3%
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E+W
HUL
MOS

Lower percentage
of young white
compared to older
white

Higher percentage
of young white
compared to older
white

Percentage difference in ethnicity of younger (0-49) and older (50+) cohorts: White

22

Of the white older people how young is the area they live
in? We need to look at the dark blue blobs and see how it
relates to tenure etc - student accomodation?

Findings:
What is it tell us?
How does it change from area to area? North old, south young etc?
How does it correlate with other data?
Why do we think the data is like this? Lots of students=few older people etc.

City and national comparison text
What is it like compared to other parts
of the city?
How does it compare nationally?
Is it normal? expected?

Additional information:
Data for these maps comes from the 2011 census. The census asked for each individual to answer the
following question - “16 - What is your ethnic group?”
He have used this data to compares the percentage of younger people (aged 0-49) who report to have
‘White’ background with the percentage of older people (aged 50+) who report having a ‘White’ ethnic
background. This does not show the number of people reporting to be white in either age group, but does
the difference in the proportion of white people between the two age groups, and thus can be used to
identify areas where older people are living with areas with similar ethnic makeup as themselves, and areas
where younger people have a different ethnicity to themselves.
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AGE FRIENDLY
HULME & MOSS SIDE
Urban Design Analysis

Location
National Scale
Located in the north west of England, the Greater
Manchester metropolitan area has a population of
2,240,230. Following a period of decline in the 1980
and 1990s, the population of the city grew by 17.9%
between 2001-2010, making it the 3rd fastest
growing Local Authority in the UK. It is the 3rd
largest in terms of population and GDP, after
London and Birmingham.
The city is linked to the south and Scotland by the
M6 motorway, and its neighbouring north west
urban centres by the M62.

Regional Scale
The M62 corridor links the 3 major cities in the
region: Liverpool, Manchester and Leeds. The areas
along the M62 corridor between Manchester and
Liverpool create a constant urban environment with
a combined population of 4,184,700. Manchester is
located next to the Peak District National Park to
the east and the Pennine Moors to the north
east.

City Scale
Hulme is located just south of Manchester City
Centre . It is bounded by the ‘University corridor’.
Moss Side is located south of Hulme and is divided
by the A5103 (Princess Parkway) which is one the
southern routes from the city centre to the A56
and M60 motorways.
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Historical Mapping
1840

4

Hulme and Moss Side were formally rural
townships on the edge of Manchester. Following
the Industrial Revolution there was a process of
rapid urbanisation in order to house the huge
number of workers who had arrived into the city
to work in the Mills.
The housing built was “two up-two down”
victorian terraces, built at a every high density and
lacked sanitation and heating in parts. Many Irish
workers moved into the area in this period.

1890

During the Manchester Blitz in the Second World
War some of the terraced houses were damaged
by the German bombing in December 1940.

4

1940

4
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Following the war the government sought to clear
many of the “slums” of inner cities. Manchester
was no exception and a huge clearance scheme
was carried out, wiping out all the original terraced
properties in Hulme and half of the housing stock
in Moss Side. In the 1950s and 1960s migrants from
the indian subcontinent and Caribbean settled in
Moss Side.

Hulme and Moss Side have experienced a series of significant
changes within living memory of its older population
1950

In Hulme, deck access living accommodation was
built in the late 70s as a result of slum clearance. This
consisted of a variety of different low-density flats.The
most notorius was the curved rows of low-rise flats
with deck access far above the streets, known as the
Hulme Crescents, with large green spaces between
the flats. Cars remained on the ground level with
pedestrians on concrete walkways overhead, above
the smoke and fumes of the street. People living in
these new flats were rehoused from the Victorian
“slums” which lacked electricity, running water,
bathrooms or indoor toilets, and were overcrowded.

4

1980

In the 90s the cresents were declared ‘unfit for
purpose’ and many of these vacant deck-access flats
were squatted and the area acquired a ‘Bohemian’
reputation for its many punks, artists and musicians.

4

In the early 1990s Hulme’s cresent blocks were
demolished and as part of the ‘City Challenge’ were
redeveloped into low-rise flats and houses. There
was huge large scale demolision of the majority of
housing stock in Hulme, in order to diversify the
housing tenure on the area.

2000

4

In Moss Side, a different story of regenation was
happening. The Alex Park estate was built at a similar
time to the crecesnts, but with low rise houses instead
of the flats. The regeneration of this estate was done
in a very different way with small interventions atking
place rather than large scale demolition.
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Historical Mapping
KEY:
Roads
Pedestrian Walkways

KEY:
Roads
Pedestrian Walkways

KEY:
Roads
Pedestrian Walkways
Housing built between 1960-1990
Housing built pre-1960
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This map shows the two different regneration strategies - Hulme,
completely was almost entirely rebuilt, whereas in Alex Park smaller
interventions were made.

KEY:
Areas of Older People
Area of housing built between pre-1960
Area of housing built between 1960-1990
(All other housing areas have been built following various regeneration schemes post 1990.)
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Character Areas

1

3

2

4

8

13

5

12
9

6

14

7
15

16

10
17

11
18

19
20

21
22

This map indicates
local neighbourhoods
as indicated by local use
of names, differences in
typology and relationship to
urban infrastructure
1.

Castelefield

9.

Aquarius

2.

St Georges

10.

Princess Parkway

3.

St. Wilfreds

11.

St Bees

4.

Shaw Green

12.

The Courts

5.

Stretford Road

6.

Bold Street

7.

Rolls Crescent

8.

Red Bricks

13.
14.
15.
16.

Loxford Gardens
Old Birley Street
Green Heys Lane
St. Mary’s
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23

24

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Whitworth Park
Alexandra Park West
Alexandra Park
Claremont West
Claremont East
Greame Street
Bowes & Cranswick
Platt & Claremont

Movement Hierarchy

Key:
Border
Primary Vehicular Route
Secondary Vehicular Route
Primary Neighbourhood Access
Secondary Neighbourhood Access
Cul-de-sacs
Pedestrian only Links
Trainline

The Mancunian way represents
a key border with the city
centre and princess parkway
divides between East and West
increasing significance of the
major crossing routes
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Public Transport Network

4

KEY:

Buses predominantly operate
North South and to the edges of
neighbourhood areas

Bus Stops
Bus Routes
Tram Stops
Tram Route
Train Stops
Train Route
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Land Use

KEY:
Residential

Education - Schools

Community / Religious

Education - University

Shops & Restaurants

Business - Commercial

Healthcare

Business - Industrial
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Transport - Bus Network

111 Manchester - Southern Cemetery
10 minutes

86 Manchester - Chorlton Green
85 Manchester - Chorlton
256 Manchester - Flixton
250 Manchester - Flixton

15 minutes

101 Manchester - Wythenshawe
141 Birley Campus - West Didsbury (term time only)

20 minutes

15 Manchester - Flixton
104 Manchester - Wythenshawe Hospital
105 Manchester - Manchester Airport

30 minutes

108/109 Manchester - Timperly
84 Manchester - Reddish
255/253 Manchester - Partington
85A Manchester - Chorlton
53 Cheetham Hill - Pendleton (via MRI Hospital)

1 hour
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44 Manchester - Manchester Airport (MCT)

to MANCHESTER
CITY CENTRE

to FLIXTON/
REDDISH/
PARTINGTON

to FLIXTON

to CHORLTON

to WEST
DIDSBURY

to CHORLTON

to WHYTHENSHAWE/
HOSPITAL/ AIRPORT

to AIRPORT

to CHORLTON
(SOUTHERN
CEMETARY)
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Car Parking Restrictions
Hulme Resident Parking Schemes
H1
2-hour parking between 8am - 6pm, Monday - Friday / H1 Residents Permit.

H2 (Arnott Crescent area (Aquarius))
2-hour parking between 8am - 6pm, Monday - Friday / H2 Residents Permit.

H2 (Monton Estate area (St Bees))
3-hour parking between 8am - 6pm, Monday - Friday / H2 Residents Permit.

H4 (Old Birley Street Area)
2-hour parking between 8am - 6pm, Monday - Friday / H4 Residents Permit.

H4 (Royce Road and Rolls Crescent Area)
3-hour parking between 8am - 6pm, Monday - Friday / H4 Residents Permit.

Loxford Area
No parking. Loxford Residents Permit only.
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KEY:
H1

H4 (Old Birley Street Area)

H2 (Arnott Crescent area (Aquarius))

H4 (Royce Road and Rolls Crescent Area)

H2 (Monton Estate area (St Bees))

Loxford Area
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Local shopping / activity areas
1.
Hulme High Street
There are a mix of shops, hairdressers, takeaways,
leisure centre and a local market along Hulme High
Street. There has been a recent refurbishment
of the leisure centre which now includes a local
Library service. Adjacent to the high street there
is a large ASDA supermarket along with other large
discount superstores.
2.
Stretford Road
There is a small cluster of shops including a post
office, takeaways, several cafes and convenience
stores. The Z-Arts and Zion Centre is also situated
along Stretford Road which is a large community
hub.
3.
Wilmslow Road
This is a busy activity corridor which runs from
the border of Moss Side into Rusholme. There are
many restaurants, takeaways, cafes and convenience
stores. Wilmslow Road is also a major public bus
transport corridor.
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4.
Claremont Road
There is a small cluster of shops including several
hair dressers, takeaways, cafes, fresh food and
convenience stores.
5.
Princess Parkway
There is a small cluster of shops including several
hair dressers, takeaways, cafes, fresh food and
convenience stores.
6.
Upper Lloyd Street
There is a small cluster of shops including several
hair dressers, takeaways, cafes, fresh food and
convenience stores.
7.
Withington Road
A dozen shops including grocers, pharmacists and a
tesco and coop.

2

4

1

6

3

5
4

7

Key
Active Streets “High Streets”
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Community Assets
Residents Assocations
1. Moss Side Residents Association.
Mosscare tenants, covering large area of
moss side - meet monthly at St James
Church. Group are Aware of Age Friendly
Hulme & Moss Side.
2. Platt Claremont Residents
Association. A very large group - 1000
members. meet monthly. Good relations
with Anne - the secretary. Group are Aware
of Age Friendly Hulme & Moss Side.
3. Cranswick Square Residents
Association. Starting to be revived. Aware
of Age Friendly Hulme & Moss Side. Find
out if they are up and running. Need to find
out if they are up and running again.
4. Bowes Street Residents Association.
Need to find out more!
5. Bentley House Tenants and Residents
Association/ TARA. Made some initial
contact - Chair of Hulme & Moss Side is a
member.
6. Aquarius Residents Association.
Walking interview carried out with chair suffered blow with Aquarius Centre closing
down. Chair has been on walking interview.
Group are Aware of Age Friendly Hulme &
Moss Side.
7. Great Western Street Residents
Association. Active in 2013. No accounts
info. May have met previous chair.
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8. Homes For Change Housing
Cooperative. Housing scheme run by a
residents cooperative.
9. Alex Park Residents Association.
Used to be a neighbourhood watch. One
Manchester helping to revive this group.
10. St Georges Tenants & Residents
Association. Has ceased to exist, previously
very active in area amd action including
park upgrades and flytipping.
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Community Assets
Community Buildings (Non-religious)

1. Moss Side Powerhouse + Library

20. Hulme Adventure Playground (CLOSED)

2. Aquarius Centre (CLOSED)

21. Proctors Youth Club

3. Amani Centre + Hideaway Youth Club

22. Job Centre Plus, Hulme

4. Moss Side and Hulme Community
Development Trust at the Windrush
Millennium Centre

23. Job Centre Plus, Rusholme

5. Will Griffiths Community Room

25. The Wesley Centre (Methodist Church)

6. St. Wilfreds Enterprise Centre

26. Moss Side Adventure Playground
(CLOSED?)

7. Claremont Centre Day Centre
8. Hulme Community Garden Centre
9. Hulme Library (CLOSED)
10. Moss Side Leisure Centre + Library
11. SASCA
12. Cornbrook Enterprise Centre
13. Trinity House
14. West Indian Sports & Social Club
15. The Place (Fallowfield Library)
16. Bakers Union/ Yellowbird
17. Manchester Refugee Support Network
18. Cornerstone Day Centre
19. The Curve - Barnado’s
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24. Greater Manchester Law Centre

27. Golden Centre for Opportunities
28. The Works
29. The Pankhurst Centre
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Community Assets
Religious Buildings

1. Church of God of Prophecy Christian
Centre
2. Holy Trinity Church
3. Parish Church of the Ascension
4. Emmanuel Pentecostal Church, C of
E Church
5. Our Ladys R C Church
6. Saint James Church
7. Union Hall Evangelical Church
8. New Hope Fellowship Church
9. Christ Church Moss Side
10. Polish RC Church of Divine Mercy
11. Mcdougall Prayer Hall

19. Sharon Full Gospel Church
20. New Testament Church of God Brooks Bar
21. Vinelife Church Manchester
22. Brotherhood of the Cross & Star
23. Kingdom Mandate Centre, Fountain Gate
Chapel
24. St Augustine’s Catholic Church
25. Shahjalal Mosque & Islamic Centre
26. The Parish of Saint Crispin Fallowfield
27. Christ Family Church
28. Ebenezer Apostolic Church
29. Wesleyan Holiness Church

12. Al Furqan Masjid

30. International Pentacostal City, Mission
Church

13. Darul Aman Mosque

31. Trinity Community Church

14. Guru Nanak Dev Ji Gurduwara Sikh Temple

32. The Manchester Circuit/ Wesley

15. St. Edmund’s and Grace Community
Church
16. Arrahman Manchester Islamic Cultural
Association
17. Whalley Range Methodist Church
18. Mawlawi Kurdish Cultural Centre Shekh
Raouf Barzinji
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Those in bold have been reported as spaces
of existing age-friendly/ dementia-friendly
activities.
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Community Assets
Specialist Housing

1. Will Griffiths Court (Sheltered Housing
Scheme for over 60s, City South)
2. Hibiscus Court (Extra Care and Retirement
housing for over 60s, Adactus)
3. Hartshorne Court (Sheltered Housing
Scheme for over 60s, Mosscare)
4. Cardinal Court (Sheltered Housing Scheme,
Mosscare)
5. Frank Hatton Court (Sheltered Housing
Scheme for over 60s, Eastlands)
6. Lordsmead Street - City South
7. Hopton Court (for over 40s, City South)
8. Meredith Court - City South
9. Fulton Court - City South
10. Duffield Court - City South
11. Hornchurch Court - City South
12. Hulme Court - City South
13. St Georges Court - City South
14. Thomas Court - City South
15. Westcott Court - City South
16. Ledburn Court - City South
17. Homes for Change (Coop)
18. Cheshire Gardens (Sheltered Housing
Scheme for over 60s, Mosscare)
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Community Assets
Student Accommodation

1. Oxford Court
2. Mansion House/ Prime Student Living
3. Cambridge Hall
4. Opal Hall
5. Sit Charles Groves Hall
6. Victoria Hall
7. Birley Fields
8. Whitworth Hall
9. Sancturary Court
10. Ropemaker Court
11. Manchester Student Village
12. Parkway Gate/ New Medlock House
13. Boundary Lodge
14. Park View/ The Gallery
15. Heald Court
16. Wilmslow Park House
17. The Grafton
18. MMU Accommodation (TO BE BUILT)
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Community Assets
Health Buildings

1. Kath Locke Centre

18. University Dental Hospital

2. Zion Community Resource Centre

19. MMU Brooks - Physiotherapy

3. The Arch Medical Practice

20. City Road Surgery

4. Cornbrook Medical Practice + Manor
Pharmacy

21. Bridgewater Wellness Clinic (Private)

5. St Lawrence Pharmacy
6. Alexandra Park Health Centre
7. Cornbrook Medical Practice + Faith
Pharmacy
8. Brooks Bar Medical Centre
9. Moss Side Health Centre/ Manchester
Medical/ Dr. F Ahmed - Moss Side Family
Medical Practice
10. ASDA Pharmacy
11. Medichem Pharmacy
12. Manchester Royal Infimary
13. The Range Medical Centre
14. The Robert Darbishire Practice
15. Cohens Chemist
16. Family Dental Practice
17. Rusholme Dental Practice
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22. Davina Chemist
23. Everest Pharmacy
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Community Assets
Shops & Cafes

1. Stretford Road/ Coop
2. Withington Road/ Tesco
3. Boundary Lane Shops
4. Great Western Street Shops
5. Claremont Street Shops
6. Aldi
7. ASDA
8. The Anchor Cafe
9. Hulme High Street/ Hulme Market
10. Princess Road/ Parkway Shops
11. Green Apple
12. Mini Market
13. Kim by the Sea
14. Tesco on Upper Chorlton Road
15. Worldwide Foods
16. Harp Cafe
17. Claremont Pub
18. Grafton Arms
19. Fort Maddox Brown
20. Kingdom Cafe in the Hippodrome
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Community Assets
Education + Cultural Buildings

1. Greenheys Adult Learning Centre
2. MMU Brooks Building, Birley
3. Z-Arts
4. Whitworth Art Gallery
5. The Yard Theatre
6. University of Manchester & MMU including
Contact Theatre, Manchester Museum, and
The Academy. And the Royal Northern
College of Music (RNCM)
7. Trinity C of E High School + Sports Centre
8. Loretto College
9. British Muslim Heritage Centre
10. Gallery of Costume
11. HOME, Cinema and Theatre
12. Palace Theatre
13. Bridgewater Hall
14. Manchester Academy
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KEY:
Primary Schools
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Community Assets
Green Spaces + Parks + Sports

1. Barracks Park

25. Aquarious Playground

2. Whitworth Park

26. Crowborough Walk Pocket Park

3. Hulme Park

27. Hester Walk Pocket Park

4. Alexandra Park

28. Princess Parkway Verge

5. Platt Fields Park

29. Loxford Green

6. Moss Side Community Allotments

30. All Saints Park

7. Peace Gardens

31. Sampson Square

8. Birley

32. St Bees (Walk) Pocket Park

9. Moss Side Millennium Green

33. Moss Side Adventure Playground

10. Broadfield Park

34. Santiago Community Alley

11. Great Southern Street Park + Playground
12. Ossory Street Allotments
13. Bonsall Street Pocket Park
14. Brunt Street Green

1. Moss Side Leisure Centre

15. St Mary’s Park

2. Active Lifestyles Centre

16. Alex Park Green

3. Phil Martin Centre

17. Rosery Street Park + Playground

4. Old Trafford Sports Barn

18. Leisure Centre/ Moss Lane West

5. Moss Side Fire Station Boxing Club

19. Old Birley Street

6. The Globe - Community Gym

20. Hulme Community Garden Centre

7. Aquatics Centre

21. Bold Street Sports Ground

8. Suden Sports Centre

22. Mary Frances Pocket Park
23. North Hulme Adventure Playground
24. Bramfield Walk Square
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Green Space Audit
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

All Saints Park
Hulme Park
Whitworth Park
Alexandra Park
Platt Fields Park
Barracks Park

7.
8.
9.

Princess Parkway
Old Birley Street
Moss Lane East

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

North Hulme Adventure Playground
Loxford Green
Birley Campus
Aquarius Estate Gardens
Maher Gardens
Plainsfield Street Gardens
Ruby Street Gardens
Parkfield Street Gardens
Great Western Street

19.

Bold Street Sports Ground

20.
21.

Hulme Community Garden Centre
Moss Side Allotments
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2
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7

11

1

12
20
8
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9

3

15
16

11
18
17

4

21

5

Parks
Informal Green Space
Public Gardens
Allotments
Sports & Recreational
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Green Space Assets - Public/Private
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

All Saints Park
Hulme Park
Whitworth Park
Alexandra Park
Platt Fields Park
Barracks Park

7.
8.
9.

Princess Parkway
Old Birley Street
Moss Lane East

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

North Hulme Adventure Playground
Loxford Green
Birley Campus
Aquarius Estate Gardens
Maher Gardens
Plainsfield Street Gardens
Ruby Street Gardens
Parkfield Street Gardens
Great Western Street

19.

Bold Street Sports Ground

20.
21.

Hulme Community Garden Centre
Moss Side Allotments

10
2

6

7

11

1

12
20
8

19

14

13

9

3

15
16

11
18
17

4

21

5

Public
Semi-Private
Private
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AGE FRIENDLY
HULME & MOSS SIDE
Interpersonal Research

Methods
Action Plan Workshops
These are carried out with existing community or
resident groups with around 8 people and 2 MAFN
researchers. The researchers lead a conversation
covering all areas of what makes an Age Friendly
City. We have done 3 in Moss Side. We are
planning to do 3 more.

Walking Interviews
These interviews are conducted one on one
around a very specific part of the neighbourhood
with a MAFN researcher and a resident, or other
community member. The resident leads the
researcher on a route - this is up to the resident
and the conversation covers all topics of an age
friendly city. We have done 4 in Hulme and 1 in
Moss Side. We hope to do 2 or 3 more of these in
the coming months.

Neighbourhood Surveys
These surveys were carried out from July 2016 October 2016 to gain a “baseline” understanding
of the area/. Some questions were to get a generic
understanding of people’s experience of their
newighbourhood and some were specific to Hulme
& Moss Side to get a more intricate knowledge of
how that particular neighbourhood operates and
functions.
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Updated November 2016

Key
Action Plan Workshops
Walking Interviews
Neighbourhood Surveys
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Action Planning Workshops Summary
Will Griffiths April 2016
General Comments
Generallly the group reported the area as a
positive and desirable place to live with one person
reporting a fifteen year wait for council houses.
“I wouldn’t move from here now, even if I won the
lottery”.

one resident reported that there were issues with
maintenance in the summer. Most of the group
agreed that they did not regularly use Alexandra
Park - the largest park in the vicinity - with one
resident siting the health and physical mobility of
residents at Will Griffiths being a factor of why
people don’t regularly use the park.

Outdoor Space and Buildings
The area around Will Griffiths Court known as
the Alex Park estate has undergone many changes
over the last 20 years with social unrest including
guncrime getting reported. One person reported
that many of the postcodes and street names had
been changed and houses “turned-around” to allow
froint gardens to fron street in an effort to combat
crime, they go on to say that this was carried out
as a trail and many housing estates followed the
example set here.

Transportation
The main form of public transport the group used
was the bus network. One resident reported
routes on Princess Road between the city and
Whythenshawe being good. Several residents
discussed the 53 getting stopped which used to
go the Longsight Market and having been replaced
by the 54 running from ASDA in Hulme to ASDA
in Longsight being subsidised by the council. One
person also reported the 15 having stopped due to
lack of use and sited lack of advertising of the route
as the reason for lack of popularity.

When discussing shops one person said there used
to be many more shops on Princes Road and Alex
Road, and one Carribean person reported those
shops as deteriorated and now mostly serving the
Pakistani and Somali communities.

One person drove and was disatisfied with the
amount of speed bumps installed on the estate but
counterintuitevly also reported that some people
drive erratically on the estate, “There are some
individuals who drive around like a race track”.

Thr group discused pubs and some people reported
that many of the pubs in the neighbourhood had
closed, changed use or become too expensive to
attend. They felt this was connected to cheaper
alcohol being available in larger supermarkets.

Community Support and Health
Services
One resident spoke of helping a neighbour (90+)
when their electricity failed. The neighbour did not
want a carer but trusted the neighbours to give
support. Another resient said that those neighbours
who do have carers are only there for a limited
time and try to encourage the to attend groups at
Will Griffiths or at Kath Locke.

On the subject of green spaces in the
neighbouhood the group spoke about a communal
garden and growing veg in planters at the housing
scheme which was instigated by residents, but
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Communication and Information
One resident cited the City South Newsletter and
the group discussed its relevance and one person
reported that it was always out of date. Another
resident received text messages on the phone
letting them know about future events and another
picked up leaflets at the doctirs and health centre.
While the group knew of computer classes many
of them agreed that most residents don’t use
the internet to get information about events or
activities.
Housing
The majority of residents lived within Will Griffiths
sheltered accommodation. Those who lived on the
estate were very proud of where they lived and
one person reported that when City South (the
housing provider) took over the stock it improved
the estate.
One resident spoke about improvements to their
houses included new kitchens and new front doors
- the colour and style of which the residents were
consulted, so their front doors are all different.

Social Participation
The group reported several activities which are
held within the community room at the Will
Griffiths scheme. Two members also mentioned
exercise groups and activities they attend at the
Kath Locke Centre. One resident used to attend
teh Moss Side Leisure Centre but had stopped
due to the emphasis being on keeping fit and the
instructor not having the time to assist those who
wanted to improve their mobility.

Several residents spoke about the need to have
more activities for children on the estate and spoke
about a scout hut which was removed.
two residents spoke about funerals being big social
occiaisons where many people come together often
at the West Indian Centre or at pubs.
Respect and Social Inclusion
One resident recalled running a “homewatch”
group in the past but the meeting were not held any
more as other residents didnt feel it was needed,
and the crime and trouble of the past had improved.
There were community meetings held at Our Ladys
and other spoke about bingo and lunches which
were held at this venue.
Civic Participation and Employment
One resident volunteered actively with the Red
Cross based at the Windrush Centre. Another
resident reported that many of the residents are
labout party supporters.
None of the group were involved with Age Friendly
Manchester.
Conclusion
From the discussion it would appear that
residents are aware of activities available and while
information can be difficult to come by there is an
sucessful social network in this area. The transport
network would be interesting to look at as well as
green spaces to understand the opportunities to
utilise smaller more local green spaces for residents
with limited mobility.
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Action Planning Workshops Summary
Yellowbird April 2016
General Comments
Members of this focus group attend a weekly drop
in run by a resident-led group called Yellobird. They
currently occupy a church Hall at the Church of
God of Prophecy.
Outdoor Space and Buildings
For shopping some of the residents used Hulme
High Street and ASDA and other members used
Wilmslow Road shops. One resident travels into
the City Centre to use the Arndale as they live
close to the bus route.
The group all agreed that the area had undergone
huge changes, one resident spoke about their old
house being knocked down for the newer Alex Park
estate housing and changes to the ward boundaries.
A resident reported not visiting the newer estates
and having difficulty of navigating the neighbourood
due to poor or small sign posting. When visiting the
doctors they did not recognise the neighbourhood
any more as it had changed so much.
One resident spoke about using Platt Fields Park
as it was easier to get to on bus. Another resident
used Alexandra Park but attended a meeting about
safetly. It was important that the community feel
safe in the park.
Transportation
The group discussed the amount of bus routes
available to them, many living close to Wilslow
Road were happy with the choice of routes close
to them. They also spoke about past bus routes
which meant they would only need to take one bus
(16) but this had stopped and noe they all used two
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different services to get into the City Centre, to
Chorlton and to Longsight Market. One resident
spoke about bus drivers being rude when their pass
didnt work and that it was increased hassle to have
to have a photo on the card.
Ring and Ride use was minimal and one resident
commented that the service was unreliable either
turning up too early or late. But that drivers were
always polite, explaining the reason why they were
late.
Communication and Information
The residents talked about fining out about local
events and activities through a local radio station
Peace FM [now called Legacy]. One resident
mentioned a large banner which displays different
events through the year which he felt was targetted
at the African-Carribbean community.
The Nubian Times was mentioned in connection
with reporting on the carnival and other local
events.
A few residents complained that there was too
much junk mail and this led to a discussion of
distrust and scams coming through the post from
fake companies. One person reported that “nobody
used the internet for information”
Housing
A few of the residents lived in flats and some in
terraced housing. They all agreed that it was difficult
to move and cited the fact that they had collected
so many belongings would make it difficult to
downsize.
One resident spoke about wanting to make changes
to their house inclusing a downstairs toilet and
another spoke about getting asking for assistance

with this following appointments with their doctor,
but becomgin frustrated at having difficulty in
accessing funding to make the necessary changes.
When speaking about knowing their neighbours
some of the group spoke about the students renting
houses in the area and not getting to know them as
they changed every year.
One resident reported issues with rubbish in the
alleyways behind the terraced properties even
thought there are schemes they were sceptical of
its sucess and felt the council were avoising putting
gates in due to the cost.
Social Participation
One resident felt that there was little activity for
the West Indian older community. Someone else
spoke about an event which was held at the student
union and another about a coffee morning also held
there.
One resident spoke about the Carnival held once
a year in Alexandra Park which they enjoyed as it
was a celebratory day when she saw people she
hadn’t seen in years.Others agreed that the food,
costumes, dancing and parade were a positive thing
for the area. One resident used to help organise
the festival and was involved in the funding. They
say that people are losing interest and mentioned
the need for volunteers to encourage people of
different ages to come together. This resident
also volunteers at the Gaddum Centre for the
Manchester Carers forum after caring for their
mother who was living with dementia, they still
attend monthly meetings.
Another resident used to volunteer with the Deaf
centre but has recently stopped in order to have
more time for themselves.

Respect and Social Inclusion
The groups spoke about the area having been a
close community but since many people moved
away that the community had changed. They felt
that younger population had different interests and
activities which didn’t interest them.
When speaking about the neighbours and knowing
those who lived close by most of the group felt this
was somthing they used to do and now don’t get to
know their neighbours.

Conclusion
The residents in the focus group were very aware
of the neighbourhood changing around them
and that the current social activity was aimed at
younger people. Some members felt that they
needed to be active in their community and
take action if they want more activitie. They all
agreed that the bus routes werenumerous and
popular in this area of Moss Side. The carnival was
spoken about nostaligically and it would be good
to understand the structures behind the festival
currently to see if there is still a strong tradition of
coming together for the carribbean carnival in the
neighbourhood.
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Action Planning Workshops Summary
Mosscare May 2016
General Comments
All residents in this focus group had moved to Moss
Side from elsewhere in the country or world. Some
of the residents were disatisfied with the amount of
activities and things to do, while others mentioned
various places where certain groups are held, but
agreed there was not a more communal building for
informal social time.

Community Support and Health
Services
One resident spoke about going to hospital
appointments but wished that she could use her
bus pass earlier, as she had had to get a taxi.

Outdoor Space and Buildings
Discussing the shops available one resident noted
that the name “High Street” was misleading as there
are shops scattered all over the area.

Communication and Information
The resident often had information about activities
through the housing officer - they would often
call round or write to the residents in the Over
55s gruop [not all residents of Mosscare]. one
resident felt it would be good to have a magazine
to let people know about events as they felt it was
important to get out and to know about more
activities.

Residents talked more in depth about the
community spaces that were available were
segragated for different cultures, activities, or
religions- “Moss Side is full of religions” - and there
was not one place where the whole community
could get together. One resident mentioned the
one pub the area had being the Albert.

Housing
One resident lived in a sheltered scheme and
others in terraced housing and one other in
a private rented flat. One resident in a house
reported that younger people caused trouble on
streets and had reported activity such as drugs to
the police.

Transportation
One resident used the buses a lot due tho their
free bus pass and regularly visited the city centre.
Another resident, when speaking about making
their way to hospital for early appointments wanted
the bus pass to work at any time as often had early
appointments. Only one member of the group used
a private car but also used the bus. The Ring & Ride
service was discussed and one resident felt it wasn’t
for them (“its for pensioners”). One resident was
also keen walker.

Social Participation
A residents and tenants association was mentioned
which meet once a month, which has smaller
working groups. Another resident regularly played
dominoes.
one resident mentioned Cornerstone as
somewhere to go for people with specialist needs
such as homelessness.
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Respect and Social Inclusion
One resident mentioned that they don’t frequesnt
pubs any more as he fears there may be some
racism.
The resident with a car made comments at difficulty
in parking and this leading to some confrontation
with neighbours.
One resident felt that women of different religions
or cultures seemed to not want to interact with
her, which may be due to language barriers. Another
resident also brought up differences in attitudes to
women as being a barrier to community cohesion.
Civic Participation and Employment
Several of the group volunteered with the residents
association or with Mosscare, and felt that this was
valued and helped them get out of the house. One
resident was still in work.
Conclusion
The group were keen to continue discussing ideas
of projects to help people get out more in the
neighbourhood.
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Action Planning Workshops - Key Themes
Key Themes
The One Constant is Change
All the focus groups had a discussion about the
how much both neighbourhoods had undergone
changes in physical environment as well as the
demographic changes. There were some reports
that they felt that these changes had made social
activity difficult to find for certain age groups and
nationalities. The shops had also changed meaning
some residents would now travel further to get to
culturally specific shops. Some residents reported
that they or friends often felt disorientated by the
chaging street layouts and found it increasingly
difficult to navigate from one neighbourhood to the
other. This is due to lack of transport links between
Hulme & Moss Side but also due to new buildings
and changes to the urban design of the area over
the last 30-40 years.
Lots to Do, But How to Find Out
Many of the residents discussed various groups,
exercise clubs and social activities that they were
involved with. There were many reports of wanting
to know about the activities in the area. Many got
information through the housing providers, but this
was not uniform across the whole area.
Large Green Parks vs Small Green Spaces
Residents in the groups spoke about the larger
parks but also identified that the most frail amogst
their community would not be able to access these
green spaces and there was a need for maintenance,
ownership and activities in smaller hyper-local green
spaces/ pocket parks.
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Getting Around:Two Buses at a time
Most residents used the bus but many reported
that bus routes had changed over time and many
found they were having to get several buses or
change bus route to get to locations such as the
hospital and markets. All were aware of services
such as Ring & Ride but all reported having had
issues with these services. There were mixed
reports about taxi drivers. One housing provider
representative said that transort was the key
barrier to getting older people to activities and that
when a mini-bus was provided, older people were
far more likely to attend.
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Visualising Engagements
no.= Total
engagements

Interpersonal Discussions
Understanding the community and what aspects
create an age friendly a neighbourhood also comes
through informal meetings. Rich information
and can often come through remarks made in
less formal conversations than focus groups and
interviews. These meetigns also include letting
people know about the project, advertising events
or just getting to know a group of people.

Action Plan Workshops
Action Plan Workshops, focus groups, walking
interviews or project development meetings
are more focussed activities. These meetings
would concenrate on the topic of an age friendly
neighbourhood and may develop projects as part of
the discussion.

Interpersonal Discussions

269

Action Plan Workshops
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Area Wide Events

258

Board

153

Area Wide Events
These are larger, area-wide events such as public
forums for the partnership, or other events held
which we have attended. These are also events
which the partnership has developed and funded.

Board
Meetings which involved only board members are
also represented. This is where detailed discussions
about project development, funding and progress
happen and decisions are made.

Neighbourhoood Surveys
These surveys are being filled out by people who
we have met from all of the engagement activities
undertaken. They give people the chance to tell us
in more detail what it is like to live in the area, and
relate this more precisely to where they personally
live.
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This brings together
a representation of
engagements over the
project.This example
id the God of Church of
Prophecy, where the group
Yellowbird are based.The
diagram shows that a
number of interpersonel
activities took place, two
action plan workshops as
well as a funded event. A
board meeting also took
place at this location. This
map can indicate areas for
future research activity/
projects.

Total enagements = 790
Across all of the events undertaken just
the MAFN team have directly engaged
in at least 790 conversations about
the neighbourhood. The black dots
indicate collection of aprroximatley 5
Neighbourhood Surveys.
The larger the
circle the more
people were
involved.
1mm = 1 person
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INTERPERSONAL DISCUSSIONS
02/02/2016 Moss Care 3
02/02/2016 Will Griffiths Court
5
02/02/2016 Armani Centre
1
05/02/2016 Community activist
5
05/02/2016 Aquarius
4
05/02/2016 Yellowbird 3
12/02/2016 Trinity House
1
19/02/2016 City South 2
19/02/2016 SASCA
2
24/02/2016 Sporting Memories
5
26/02/2016 Hopton Court
3
14/04/2016 Cranswick Sq Residents Association 8
15/04/2016 Age-Friendly Whalley Range
2
19/04/2016 Great Western Street
3
22/04/2016 Hulme Councillors 2
27/04/2016 New Hope Fellowship Church 8
05/05/2016 Will Griffiths Court Happy Mushrooms
6
05/05/2016 H&M Board 2
05/05/2016 Yellowbird 12
06/05/2016 UR choice 3
06/05/2016 Claremont Centre 10
06/05/2016 Brook Building Together Dementia Support 1
12/05/2016 Manchester City Council Sports/Dementia Swimming
3
13/05/2016 Sonder Radio
8
13/05/2016 Resident Ass Moss Side 2
14/05/2016 Powerhouse Library
1
20/05/2016 Yellowbird 6
27/05/2016 Hornchurch 1
27/05/2016 New Hope Fellowship
5
02/06/2016 New Hope Fellowship
5
03/06/2016 Trinity House
10
06/06/2016 Moss Side Resident Association (St James) 15
09/06/2016 Moss Side Leisure Centre 2
17/06/2016 Hopton Court
1
17/06/2016 One Manchester 1
17/06/2016 LINK 1
24/06/2016 Aquarius
2
11/07/2016 Board
1
27/07/2016 Friends of Hulme Park 6
01/08/2016 MTTC Day Care 10
03/08/2016 Moss Side Resident 1
08/08/2016 Sugar Group15
10/08/2016 Dementia Friendly Swimming/ Mosss Side Lesisure Centre
2
10/08/2016 The Alex Park Residents Group 12
17/08/2016 Together Dementia Support
1
18/08/2016 Heart to Heart
1
22/08/2016 CCG Meeting
12
24/08/2016 New Hope Fellowship
8
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02/09/2016
07/09/2016
15/09/2016
24/09/2016

Thomas Court Garden Project 5
New Hope Fellowship
7
Yellowbird 4
Saturday Soup
30

ACTION PLANNING WORKSHOPS
16/02/2016 Aquarius
2
16/02/2016 Community shop and ex-offenders
18/03/2016 Hopton Court
6
05/04/2016 Will Griffith 9
21/04/2016 Yellowbird 11
29/04/2016 Powerhouse 1
05/05/2016 Happy Mushrooms 8
05/05/2016 Yellowbird 15
09/05/2016 Together Dementia Support
1
11/05/2016 New Hope Fellowship
10
11/05/2016 St. Georges 5
13/05/2016 Dementia Friendly Church
3
13/05/2016 Bike Right 3
14/06/2016 Storytelling at HCGC
3
17/08/2016 Sporting Memories
8
19/05/2016 Moss Care 8
20/05/2016 Trinity House
4
14/06/2016 Moss Care 10
05/09/2016 Trinity house
2
WALKING INTERVIEW
22/03/2016 St. Georges 3
14/04/2016 Moss Side 2
13/05/2016 Aquarius Estate
30/06/2016 Hulme St Marys

2

2
2

PARTNERSHIP BOARD MEETINGS
06/04/2016
13/04/2016
20/04/2016
05/05/2016
19/05/2016
24/05/2016
15/06/2016
20/07/2016
06/09/2016
23/09/2016
12/10/2016
03/10/2016

Board Meeting 1 27
Board coordination meeting
4
Board Meeting 2 25
Board finance meeting 3
Board Meeting 3 17
Partnership event working group
Board Meeting
19
Board Meeting
12
Board Meeting
20
Sub Committee 12
Board Meeting
10
Sub Committee 1

3
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AGE FRIENDLY
HULME & MOSS SIDE
Action Plan
Findings
March 2017

Age-Friendly Hulme & Moss Side Partnership
The Age-Friendly Hulme & Moss Side Partnership is run by a resident-led board
working alongside institutional and third sector partners working to make the
neighbourhood more Age-Friendly.

What is the Partnership?

Ways people can contribute:

The partnerships are led by local residents and
aims to make the area more age-friendly. They are
working with older people and researchers in the
Manchester Age Friendly Neighbourhood (MAFN)
team to understand what the neighbourhood is like
to live in now and how to improve it in the future.
To do this we are creating an action plans in each
neighbourhood to help make the area better for
older people and we will be funding projects which
benefit older people in the neighbourhood.

»» Talk with your neighbours friends and relatives
about the project

The partnership is governed by a resident-led
board. This board is made up of local residents
and representatives of local institutions and
organisations which are active in the area. To be
quorate, in order to make decisions on funding,
50% of people on the board must be residents of
the neighbourhood, 50% of those residents must
be over 50 years old. There must be 5 institutions
represented (e.g. NHS, CCG, housing association,
police, Age Friendly Manchester etc.)

»» Meet to evaluate and select projects

The partnership approach aims to to reduce the
barriers to participation and provide multiple
ways of getting involved. This enables people with
different experiences, commitments and capabilities
to get involved, and provide routes for indiviuduals
to increase their engagement over time.
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»» Attend events / Take part in design and discovery
activities
»» Provide local expertise by talking to investigators
»» Be a local investigator
»» Contribute to the partnership mapping and
networking

»» Help get to know harder to reach individuals
»» Be on the partnership champions board
»» Suggest or lead partnership projects
»» Support other projects initiated by your
partnership
»» Help the Age-friendly neighbourhood team by
joining the project board
»» Join the Age Friendly Manchester board
»» Help develop the wider Ambition for Ageing
programme by joining the Older People’s
Network or the Equalities Board

Images from Age Friendly Hulme & Moss Side Launch in March 2016
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Research Strategy

St George’s & St Wilfrid’s

Aquarius

BBC Loreto

Alex Park

Cardinal Court

KEY:
Areas of Older People (spatial data)
Specialist Housing Accommodation (urban design analysis)
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St George’s & St Wilfrid’s

St George’s & St Wilfrid’s
St George’s has 4 tower blocks all managed by City
South (now called One Manchester). St Wilfrid’s
also has 2 tower-blocks, also managed by City
South. The areas of older people correlates with
properties managed by People First.

Aquarius

Aquarius
The Aquarius estate includes several tower blocks,
some of which have a minimum age of residents.
These blocks are all managed by City South.

BBC Loreto

BBC Loreto
BBC Loreto is the one area which doesn’t have any
specific specialist housing, apart from the Homes
for Change development which is identified just
adjacent to the highlighted area.

Alex Park

Alex Park
Alex Park has two specialist housing
accommodation schemes, Will Griffiths, managed by
City South and Hibiscus Court which is managed by
Adactus.
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Age-Friendly Hulme & Moss Side Projects
The Partnership board have a community fund to
provide financial support to resident-led projects.
The funding is intended to be used on projects
which cost under £2000 that aim to tackle the risk
factors of social isolation amongst over 50 year
olds. Projects are initiated, developed and run by
older people in partnership with local organisations
and institutions. These projects are developed in
response to the findings of the Age-Friendly Action
Plan, and the learning from these projects is used to
inform future activities developed by residents.

Project’s Funded So Far...
1. Saturday Soup, with Yellowbird
2. A Byte to Eat, with MTTC United Daycare
3. We are Dementia Friendly, with Together
Dementia Support (marker indicates that the
project covers the whole neighbourhood)
4. St George’s Garden Parties, with St Georges
Garden Club and One Manchester
5. Ayeeyo Lunch with Women’s Support Group
6. New Fellowship Disabled Improvements with
New Hope Fellowship Church
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Age Friendly Hulme & Moss Side
Action Plan Findings

In the following pages, are the most up to date
current findings. We continue to develop findings
which cover all the WHO domains with residents
and stakeholders in the neighbourhood.

Outdoor Space
and Buildings

Communication
and Information

Community
Support and
Health
Civic
Participation and
Employment

Transportation

Housing

Social
Participation

Respect and
Social Inclusion
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Outdoor Space and Buildings

1

Hulme and Moss Side have a high number of
community buildings, many of which serve
specific spatial and demographic communities.

There are a huge number of
community venues across the
neighbourhood. (Community Assets,
Urban Design Analysis)

“I attend the Kath Locke Centre for
Zumba. Depends what you want. They
have an exercise class there every
Monday.” (Female 70s, April 2016)
“We do things here at Will Griffiths.
There is painting, computers, the film

The age-friendly Hulme & Moss Side
events calendar demonstrates how
many activities there are currently
going on in the area which have
been reported by older people and
organisations. (Calendar)

We used to have 20 people in the
Sugar Group [who meet weekly at
Kath Locke Centre] but now that’s
sometimes as low as 7 to 10 people.
It would be good to recruit more
people again. We are here for older
people with diabetes and we have lots
of Afro-Caribbean women who attend.
(Community Health Worker)
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club. We want to start things in here
for the ladies. Its getting the right
people and the funding in place.”
(Male 50s, April 2016)

“There’s powerhouse and hideaway,
but nowhere they can spend more
time. The area is quite diverse, you
have many religions in Moss Side. We
also have Greenheys for over 21s. “
(Male 70s, May 2016)

“I have been working in Hulme for
20 years and I think it has changed an
awful lot. I think the Government has
put a lot of money into Hulme and
there are a lot more facilities than
there were before. It is friendly and
inviting living in Hulme” (Muslim
Women’s focus group, Mosque) from
Hidden Voices 2014 report.

Impact
»» Older people report many activities available to them throughout the area.
»» Older people report that there is no location where different cultures come together.
»» There is a lack of informal social space in Hulme & Moss Side.

Ideas
»» Encouraging less formal activity and less prescribed formats can encourage incidental social contact,
which can be less intimidating for newcomers.

Projects
»» Encourage different community groups to come together for neighbourhood wide events
»» Research into the Carnival to open up to include different groups?
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Outdoor Space and Buildings

KEY:
Areas of Older People (spatial data and interpersonal research)
Built Community Assets: Community use, religious, health and education. (Urban design analysis)
Green Space: Formal parks, playgrounds, pocket parks, and informal green space. (Urban design analysis).
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St George’s & St Wilfrid’s
Compared to the rest of the neighbourhood St
Georges has few community assets. The majority
of these are health related. The one community use
space is the church which lacks an accessible WC
limiting its offer to the community. The two closest
community assets are closed (Hulme Library and
Building on the Adventure Playground. The park is
reportedly underused by the Over 50s, with a lack
of lighting and suitable equipment.
Aquarius
The Aquarius Centre closed earlier this year which
has been of detrimental effect to this community.
One group have been using a religious building
in the area while the community centre’s status
is discussed by institutions. There is a lack of any
large green space in the vicinity but reports of
environmental improvements carried out by City
south have been well received by residents.

BBC Loreto
There is a lack of green space available to this area
with both areas shown on the map either informal
(site waiting development) or used by the college
and has little public benefit. Reports of Hulme’s
Library closure have meant there is less social
activity offered in close vicinity in this area, and
other assets are religious/ closed (Hippodrome).
The Garden centre has potential to become better
used by older people living close.
Alex Park
The estate is adjacent to the recently renovated
Alexandra Park which also hosts large community
events. There are a number of active existing agefriendly assets including Will Griffiths community
room, Amani Centre and Kath Locke Centre.
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Outdoor Space and Buildings

2

There is a diversity of parks and small
recreational spaces, but many of the smaller
‘pocket parks’ do not serve the older
community.

“People don’t feel safe about the
park. People like to feel safe in their
community, it seems like it’s more
under control, user-friendly and safe.”
(Male 50s, April 2016)

There are large number of parks
and green spaces across the
neighbourhood. The smaller ones
lack amenities and maintenance to
encourage use.
(Green Spaces, Urban Design Analysis)

Recommendation in the conclusions
of the Hidden Voices Report including
“More green spaces and places to sit”.
(Hidden Voices, 2014)
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“That strip on Quinny, it’s the only
space of green we have around here.
We don’t want to lose our lovely bits
of green.” (Female 50s, April 2016)

“People don’t go to Alex Park from
Will Griffiths, they aren’t so strong”
(Male 70s, April 2016)

“The porta-cabins that are in Barracks
park aren’t connected to water and
electricity, and are slowly getting
vandalised, we have talked to the
council because everything is there
but they just don’t want to do it. It
would be great to have some keepfit/ outdoor gym equipment here. ”
(Female, 60s, March 2016)

Impact
»» Older people are not using the larger outdoor parks due to travel distances for those with limited
mobility and lack of appropriate social amenity. Smaller parks and very local spaces along with
related social activities may therefore be important in enabling physical activity. This will have
effects on health and well-being for older people.
»» Suitable activities which are being held in parks may not be reaching those in most need of light
physical activity.

Ideas
»» Well maintained, well lit and active green spaces where local older people are involved.
»» Create Age Friendly public spaces around specialist housing accommodation?
»» Survey outdoor spaces with older people to identify Age Friendly opportunities

Projects
»» Supporting the re-creation of Friends of Hulme Park
»» Travel club to encourage people to walk to the park from the specialist housing
»» Potential of installing keep fit equipment and lighting in Barracks Park, St Georges.
»» Supporting local residents to create “Friends of” groups for additional green spaces in the area
»» Looking at the underused green spaces to understand what changes could be made to increase use.
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Outdoor Space and Buildings

KEY:
Areas of Older People (spatial data and interpersonal research)
Built Community Assets: Community use, religious, health and education. (Urban design analysis)
Green Space: Formal parks, playgrounds, pocket parks, and informal green space. (Urban design analysis).
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St George’s & St Wilfrid’s
Compared to the rest of the neighbourhood St
Georges has few community assets. The majority
of these are health related. The one community use
space is the church which lacks an accessible WC
limiting its offer to the community. The two closest
community assets are closed (Hulme Library and
Building on the Adventure Playground. The park is
reportedly underused by the Over 50s, with a lack
of lighting and suitable equipment.
Aquarius
The Aquarius Centre closed earlier this year which
has been of detrimental effect to this community.
One group have been using a religious building
in the area while the community centre’s status
is discussed by institutions. There is a lack of any
large green space in the vicinity but reports of
environmental improvements carried out by City
south have been well received by residents.

BBC Loreto
There is a lack of green space available to this area
with both areas shown on the map either informal
(site waiting development) or used by the college
and has little public benefit. Reports of Hulme’s
Library closure have meant there is less social
activity offered in close vicinity in this area, and
other assets are religious/ closed (Hippodrome).
The Garden centre has potential to become better
used by older people living close.
Alex Park
The estate is adjacent to the recently renovated
Alexandra Park which also hosts large community
events. There are a number of active existing agefriendly assets including Will Griffiths community
room, Amani Centre and Kath Locke Centre.
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Outdoor Space and Buildings

and Moss Side have experienced a series
3 Hulme
of significant changes within living memory
of its older population as well as more recent
changes to the urban environment.

“I could still get lost with the new estate as
I don’t frequent the new estate. The main
road is the same but, Great Western Street
has been cut in two and it’s difficult to
find place especially in Hulme. It’s not sign
posted properly and when they do I find
they are very small. My doctors is up Royce
Road in Hulme and when I am walking
to go up the road, I don’t know where I
am going. I happen to know because I live
round here but for new people to the area
they don’t. I find on the whole the sign
posting isn’t very good and it’s too small. “
(Female 70s, April 2016)
“Changing the names of the streets was
the most stupid thing they did. Even the
postman cannot get it right anymore”
(Female 50s, April 2016)
“Moss Side was alright to live, until they
took down my house, it got knocked down
for the new Alexandra Park estate and I got
nothing.” (Female 70s, April 2016)
Birley Campus and University buildings
having been recently completed.
(Urban Design Analysis)
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The historic mapping analysis shows a number
of large scale regeneration projects across the
neighbourhood over the last 60 years.
(Historic Mapping, Urban Design Analysis)
“Epping Street was a great old place with a lot
going on. Enlightened place to be. It was very wide
and if you wanted to meet anyone that’s where
you find them. From Arnott Crescent this was
the main furrow fair to Stretford Road.You had
Martins Croft, St. Philip’s school and if you walked
up Stretford Road Birley High School, St Augustine’s
where Sally’s children went to. In the 80s the council
decided because the number of children dropped
so much they closed most of the schools. “We
lost our community in one huge swoop, which was
horrendous. “ (Female 70s, May 2016)
Areas that older people are living in correspond
to areas of housing which pre-date the second
wave of regeneration in both neighbourhoods.
This includes a large majority of post-war council
housing estates built following the widespread
and so-called “slum clearances” of the 60s and
70s. Properties which remained following mass
demolition of maisonette schemes as part of
Hulme’s “ City Challenge” in the early 90s as
well as the Moss Side regeneration of the late
90s. Much of the newer housing was created
to diversify tenure and was constructed to a
particular design code.
(Spatial Data, Urban Design Analysis)

Impact
»» Changes to neighbourhoods has affected some older peoples feelings of belonging and ability to
navigate the neighbourhood.
»» Loss of feeling of ownership of neighbourhood
»» Unfamiliar place and street names can be off-putting to older residents. Not knowing where places
are means its difficult to encourage them to attend events and activities.

Ideas
»» Better and clearer signage.
»» Walking groups to encourage people to use popular routes
»» Gradual development and making changes slowly.
»» Maintaining street names and historic street patterns in new developments.

Projects
»» Working with developers coming into the area to look at historic street patterns
»» Potential to increase the membership of the neighbourhood history group
»» Screenings of memory and reminiscence projects such as Hulme Sweet Hulme across the
neighbourhood.
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Outdoor Space and Buildings
Generally older people are living in post-war
housing. Meaning that some have lived here
for a long time, having moved in when the
houses were originally built.

Note on Victorian Housing.The two smaller areas of
older people to the east of Princess Parkway in Moss
Side are both in areas predominantly unaffected by
the mass clearance of Victorian dwellings in the 70s
apart from the Footballers Estate in the centre, and
the Frank Hatton Court to the east (areas where
older people also reportedly live).
KEY:
Areas of Older People (spatial data and interpersonal research)
Area of housing built between pre-1960 (urban design analysis)
Area of housing built between 1960-1990 (urban design analysis)
(All other housing areas have been built following various regeneration schemes post 1990.)
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St George’ & St Wilfrid’s
Older people are generally living in areas of housing
which was built following the “slum clearances” in
the 60s and 70s. The majority of St George’s was
not changed during the City Challenge period in the
90s/ One area not following this general rule is St
Wilfrid’s. This can be explained by being one of the
earliest completed housing schemes of the Hulme
Regeneration with families moving in as early as
1994.
Aquarius
Much the estate was included in the redevelopment
of Hulme as part of the 90s regeneration efforts,
which included the building and subsequent
demolition of maisonette flats. The houses which
remained throughout the regeneration cycles are
generally inhabited but older people aged over 75.
These include many families who were moved in
following slum clearances of the 60s with families,
whose children have now grown up now.
BBC Loreto
The Loreto estate, similar to Aquarius, is an island
surrounded by houses which were built following
the Hulme City Challenge in the 90s. Much of the
newer style housing follows a strict design code
and feels very different in character to the estate
housing many older people live in.

Alex Park
Though Alex Park’s regeneration story starts from
the same “slum clearance” efforts in the 70s as
Hulme, subsequent regeneration efforts takes a
very different approach. On the Alex Park estate
much of the housing stock was family housing
and was therefore maintains. The main changes to
the area in the late 90s and 00s included reducing
walkways and back routes and changing street
names in an effort to combat gang culture.
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4

Existing Leisure Centres have limited appeal
to older people and while located on public
transport routes are underused by over 50s.

“I use Moss Side Leisure Centre
for swimming. I haven’t gone there
lately. Reason I stopped was that the
instructor now focuses on keep fit/
getting toned, so the instructor doesn’t
have enough time for people with
mobility. Started going to the bingo/
clinic in Longsight instead.”
(Female, 70s, April 2016)

“Moss Side Leisure Centre - She does
go there to swim, but she used to have
tutors and water aerobics, and there
are no classes now. She heard there
was an issue with the licences for the
teachers.” (Female 60s, June 2016)

“The water temperature is very cool
[At Moss Side Leisure Centre]. This is
fine if you are swimming fast, but for
me it is to help my mobility and to
rehabilitate my legs, and I can get cold.”
(Female 60s, May 2016)
“I would definitey stay and chat if there
was a cafe - we all just leave at the end.”
(Male 60s June 2016)
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“I used to use the leisure centre, but
I have had an operation on my knee
so I got out of the habit of going – but
I don’t go mainly not cos of classes. I
didn’t used to think this was a place
that was for me, but after a friend
went, I started going with them, its fine
– not a social place for me. If there
was a place to sit and have a coffee
then I would go there and it could be
more of a social place. It should be an
inspiring place with art and culture as
well as fitness focus. The library being
in there is helping and that should be
developed.” (Male 50s, June 2016)
Reports that the leisure centres will be
redeveloped over the next five years.
(Community Officer, GLS)
I go [to the Aquatics Centre] after
10am, its cheaper.
(Female, 50s March 2016)
There are 2 swimming pools and
2 other sports facilities currently
operating in the area
(Urban Design Analysis)

Impact
»» Older people have reported not using or reducing their use of the swimming pool and fitness
centre
»» Regular exercise has health and well-being benefits for older people, but when classes and
instructors focus on fitness rather than agility and mobility reasons it can put older people off.
»» Having no cafe means people are less likely to socialise together after classes.

Ideas
»» Increasing the pool temperature for sessions for older people/ younger children (poss at certain
times)
»» Add/ increase sessions aimed at the over 50s
»» If the centre had an area for socialising after classes it would encourage more people to come in
and use the facilities. This would be especially helpful for the Dementia-Friendly Swimming Group
as carers can have some well-earned rest and a chat.

Projects
»» Advertise and encourage attendance at Dementia Friendly Swimming Sessions (may need an
increase in volunteers?)
»» Add/ increase sessions aimed at the over 50s at Active Lifestyles/ Moss Side Leisure Centre/
Aquatics Centre
»» Create a cafe space within the leisure centre. This could be used at specific time (e.g Hough End)
or there is potential to start a acfe as a social enterprise and create a true community space within
the library/ leisure centre.
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Sugden
Centre

Aquatics
Centre

The Globe
Community
Gym

Moss Side
Leisure
Centre

Active
Lifestyles
Centre

KEY:
Areas of Older People (spatial data and interpersonal research)
Specialise Housing (Sheltered Accommodation/ Retirement Housing
Leisure Centre and Library with a 400m radius - a 5 minute walk for a healthy adult.
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St George’ & St Wilfrid’s
This area is not directly served by any sports of
leisure centre. The bus routes do not travel via the
local facilities making any classes difficult to access.
Residents report using Trafford Sports Barn which
is accessible via public transport.

Aquarius
This area is located closest to the majority of
leisure centres and swimming pools. Residents also
take part in a exercise classes run within the estate.

BBC Loreto
This area is the closet to the Moss Side leisure
centre but residents have reported reducing their
use of the leisure centre due to changes at the
centre. A new community gym has opened on the
board of Hulme and Trafford - the Globe. It may be
that residents can take advantage of this, with the
facility only being 500m away.

Alex Park
The older people here, similar to St Georges are
furthest away from the sports and leisure assets,
though connections to both swimming pools are
possible using public transport (which is backed up
by annecdotal evidnec from residents)
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Transportation

1

St Georges does not have good transport links
to the rest of Hulme & Moss Side, while most
the rest of the neighbourhood is generally well
connected.

Most residential areas in Hulme & Moss
Side are within 500m of a bus stop.

The last care home in Hulme, Oaklands
Care Home (located in St Georges) was
demolished in 2013.
(Fieldwork/ Urban Design Analysis)

(Bus Stops, Urban Design Analysis)

Routes from the City Centre to the
southern suburbs transverse through
Hulme and Moss Side making it fairly
well connected in a north -south
direction. Connections are less in EastWest direction meaning travel within
Hulme & Moss Side is more difficult.
(Urban Design Analysis)

Residents report using buses regularly.
(All focus groups)
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“Now you get that new bus the 41 and you
get a bus just outside your door. Now you get
buses to go anywhere you want to go” (Men's
focus group, High rise housing block) from Hidden
Voices Report 2014

“Sometimes you wait and wait and they come
full of students” (Women’s focus group, Bingo
- Local Community Centre) from Hidden Voices
Report 2014

Board members who live in St Georges
regularly arrange taxi transport to board
meetings taking place in various community
venues across Hulme and Moss Side, as there
are no direct bus routes and ring and ride is
not available.
(Board meeting members expenses 2016)

Impact
»» Numbers of older people in Hulme are very low compared to the rest of the city and the UK.
The majority of older people in Hulme and Moss Side are able to access community services and
buildings over the neighbourhood, those in St Georges do not have easy bus access.
»» Older people will not choose to attend groups or social occasions if it is difficult to get there.
Without affordable/ free transport to older people will continue to be isolated in their homes.

Ideas
»» Using Manchester Community Transport/ Ring & Ride services to route a weekly route through
the estate giving the residents the opportunity to use the bus to get across the neighbourhood.
»» Make better links with services in Trafford and promote these services in St Georges as they are
the places accessible to residents.
»» Lobby Transport for Greater Manchester to make better inter-neighbourhood links for areas which
are on the periphery of boroughs.
»» Understand the use of services such as Local Link and Ring and Ride to understand usage patterns
and if community transport could support/ supplement this,

Projects
»» Map every mini-bus in Hulme and Moss Side and create a neighbourhood pool of minibuses.
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Transportation

KEY:
Areas of Older People (spatial data and interpersonal research)
Bus Routes (urban design analysis)
Bus Stops (urban design analysis)
Older People with no access to a private vehicle (spatial data)
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St George’ & St Wilfrid’s
Generally the areas older people are living in have
good access to the bus network. St Georges is the
one area which lacks this connection. The routes
serving this area connect to Trafford and the City
centre but do not allow movement south towards
the facilities of the rest of Hulme and Moss Side
neighbourhood. Many older people living here also
do not have access to a private car.

Aquarius
This map shows that Aquarius is generally well
served by routes with good connections to the city
centre and district centres to the south of the city.
Looking in more detail at the age range of residents
and the location of bus routes - the oldest people
are living closer to Princess Parkway - furthest
away form the bus stops of routes surrounding the
housing.

BBC Loreto
This area is well served by regular services which
travel to the city centre and other district centres
in Manchester. This routes connects residents with
neighbourhood facilities as well. The map also
shows clearly that the majority of older people will
not have access to a car in this area.

Alex Park
The estate is fairly well served with Princess
Parkway and Alexandra Road providing many
regular services for travel into the city centre as
well as neighbourhood shops and services. The
newly re-instated route 85A has increased the
amount of services available to residents living in
the west of the estate.
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Transportation

2

Some areas such as St. Georges are used
as car parks for city workers due to the
proximity to the city centre and amount of
free on street parking.

“Why would I drive when I have my
pass, I can jump into my limousine –
the bus!”
(Female 60s, June 2016)

“This is the big issue here. All these cars
are commuters. When you ask them - “why
should I pay for a parking space?” [Points
out that wheelchair users or pushchairs
cannot pass the parked cars on pavements.]”
(Female 60s, March 2016)

Resident meeting held at New Hope
Fellowship Church to discuss parking issues
in the area with Councillor.
(Interpersonal Research)

Don’t talk to me about it - we’ve had this
for years. They’re never going to change it.
(Female, 60s, April 2016)

“The cars parked on pavements is a
huge problem how can you pass on a
wheelchair?” (Women’s focus group, Bingo Local Community Centre) from Hidden Voices
Report 2014.
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Impact
»» Causes problems for older residents particularly those with poor mobility. There is often access
issues with pavements for wheelchair users to pass cars.
»» Feeling that neighbourhood is being used by those who don’t live within the area.
»» Aggravation with neighbours and friction in community over parking spaces.

Ideas
»» Parking permit scheme?
»» Awareness raising of access issues on pavements

Projects
»»
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Transportation

CITY CENTRE

KEY:
Areas of Older People
Resident Parking Permit Schemes in operation (between 2 and 3 hour street parking)
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St George’ & St Wilfrid’s
It is clear from the map that St Georges is the
closest residential area without a permit scheme
which attracts people working in the city who park
for the day and want to avoid expensive car parks.

Aquarius
Aquarius area is covered by two parking schemes,
to the south there is a 2 hour limit on nonresidents, and the north has no on street parking
for non-residents.

BBC Loreto
Again, the area is covered by permit schemes, to the
south there is a 2 hour limit on non-residents, and
the north has a 3 hour stay for non- residents.

Alex Park
There are no parking restrictions in this area. As it
is located further away from the city centre, there
may be less issues with people parking all day.
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3

St. Georges is poorly served by transport links
to primary and acute health facilities, whereas
the other focus areas are relatively well
connected.

“For earlier hospital appointments I have to
get a taxi, which is expensive. ”
(Female 60s, April 2016)

“Be better if bus pass could be used at any
time – as when I have early morning hospital
appointments I can’t get the bus.”
(Male 70s May 2016)
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Discussion with MMU Transport Officer
regarding the 141 bus service. He reports
that MMU subsidise this service making
it economically viable in term time only.
(Interpersonal Research)

141 bus route runs from Hulme via the
hospital to Didsbury, but this service is
only offered during term-time and its main
function is to serve students.
(Urban Design Analysis)

Impact
»» Lack of transport to hospitals means residents relying on taxi to get to appointments
»» If it is not easy to get to routine appointments older people may put off treatments or miss
appointments.
»» Situation worse outside university term times as 141 bus does not run.
»» Moss Side has better transport links to large health assets than Hulme, with this especially obvious
in the St Georges areas. The majority of residents would have to get 2 buses to travel to the MRI.

Ideas
»» Neighbourhood organised lifts to appointments
»» Keep bus running all year round
»» Survey the amount of mini-buses which operate in Hulme & Moss Side - ownership and usage.
Make more use of existing mini-buses owned by community organisations.

Projects
»»
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Transportation
People reporting bad
health, living in St
George’s have poor
transport links to some
of the larger health
assets available in the
neighbourhood.

Moss Side
Health
Centre
Alexandra
Park
Health
Centre

KEY:
Areas of Older People reporting bad health (spatial data)
Hospital / Health Centre (with a 400m circular distance shown)
Bus Routes serving the bus stops 400m walk from health asset (urban design analysis)
Bus Stops within 400m / 5 min walk from health centre/ hospital (urban design analysis)
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141 bus route only available in term time.

Manchester
Royal
Infirmary

St George’ & St Wilfrid’s
There are pockets of older people reporting bad
health in St Georges and St Wilfrid’s which have few
to no bus routes available to travel to primary care
health centre/ hospitals. This area has poor access
to health services and is poorly served by bus
routes.

Aquarius
The area is not highlighted for older people
reporting bad health, and there are several bus
routes serving residents to travel to health centres
and hospital. Looking in more depth identifies good
access to Alex Park Health centre, but the termtime route would be the main route to the hospital.
There is no bus running for residents to travel to
Moss Side Health Centre.

BBC Loreto
Again the area does not have a specific pocket of
older people reporting bad health, and again similar
to Aquarius, access to Alex Park Health Centre is
good, but there is no route close to this area which
would take residents to Manchester Royal Infirmary
and Moss Side Health Centre.

Alex Park
Alex Park is well served by the Alexandra Park
Health Centre and along with bus routes. The route
on Moss Lane East does travel past the MRI and
Moss Side Health Centre and so it the best served
area in terms of health assets and transport to
other large health assets.
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Housing

1

Older people are living in areas where there
are social rental properties. There are lots
of different registered housing providers
in Hulme and Moss Side. Residents have
expressed a desire for these to work more
closely together.

“Tower blocks in the area all have some
space on the ground floor and should be
open for residents to hold activities or
community events.”
(Female 40s, March 2016)
“Since the estate has been taken over by
City South, the service has been vastly
reduced. They charge tenants for repairs
– handyman service. They used to offer
a concessionary gardening scheme. Older
people have stopped looking after their
gardens.”
(Female 60s, May 2016)

There are over 20 different housing
providers in Hulme & Moss Side.
(Urban Design Analysis)

“The flyers said one Manchester, the
residents don’t know what One Manchester
is, so obviously they didn’t go”.
(Male 60s Sept 2016)
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“City South work really hard with us.
City South are our champions. The little
playground was built by City South and the
football pitch was an old one but replaced.
They respect the area and the residents,
they do a lot to encourage community spirit.
Since the time they have come in around ten
years ago, they’ve done a lot of work for all
these residents. They have lifted things. This
was expansive concrete and they put in the
garden and fences. They put in new doors
and windows. We worked with them in
open days and consultations. Everyone had a
choice of what they wanted. “
(Female 70s, May 2016)

“As part of the environmental works - City
South installed a massive granite stone with
“St Georges” on and some raised letters,
doesn’t know the purpose. It has some of
the street names, but none of the walks:
where she lives. And they have not put in
any benches. It annoys her that they are
spending money on these things, as it is of
no use to the community.”
(Female 60s, March 2016)

Impact
»» Tower-blocks all have community caretakers, but the relationship they have with tenants is critical
as they can act as gatekeepers to activities in the tower-blocks.
»» Locked or under-used “community” rooms means little or no activities can be run at the ground
floor of tower-blocks.
»» There are mixed reports about City South (One Manchester), the largest provider of housing in
the neighbourhood, and the relationship with older residents.
»» Housing providers are in a critical position to engage with the older population in Hulme and Moss
Side.

Ideas
»» Identify or encourage housing providers to have champions for older residents.
»» Work in partnership on events and projects.
»» Support existing befriending schemes (e.g. People First)
»» Advertise and celebrate housing provider good practice of Age-Friendly Activities (awards?!)
»» Create links with Arawack Walton Housing Association

Projects
»»
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Housing

KEY:
Areas of Older People
Specialist Housing Provision (tower-blocks/ sheltered housing/ retirement housing)
Social Rented Tenure (Over 68% of properties in these areas)
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St George’ & St Wilfrid’s
The majority of the older people living in this area
will be renting their home from a housing provider.
City South and People First are the main housing
providers here. The 6 specialist accommodation
are all tower-blocks managed by City South. People
First opened some of the first housing built after
the Crescents came down, and so families who
originally moved in may still be living here, having
had children grow up and move away.
Aquarius
Some of the houses here have been bought under
the right to buy, but a large majority are still rented
from City South, the main provider in this area.
Arawak Walton and The Guinness Partnership
Housing Trust are also renting properties to
residents in this area.

BBC Loreto
The area of older people here again correlates
with those renting social housing from a housing
provider. City South are the main provider. People
First, Places for People and Mosscare also have
properties in the area. The specialist housing block
here is homes for change, a housing coop, originally
built in partnership with the Guinness Partnership.

Alex Park
Much of this estate is still in housing provider
ownership with both areas of older people having
high proportions of people renting social housing.
The providers here include City South, Adactus,
Arawak Walton and Mosscare. One specialist
housing accommodation is managed by City South
(Will Griffiths) and the other by Adactus (Hibiscus
Court).
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Social Participation

1

Local high streets are dispersed across the
neighbourhood and do not provide a vibrant
social space for older people to spend time or
congregate.

There are various areas of active high
streets across the neighbourhood.
(Urban Design Analysis)

“Claremont Road (Princess Parkway
end) - Many more Caribbean
takeaways here – last bastion of
Caribbean heritage of the area. Mostly
they live over the other side of
Princess Parkway.”
(Female 60s, April 2016)
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“The shops are more deteriorated.
On princess road it mostly serves the
Pakistani and Somali communities.”
(Male 70s, April 2016)

“Hulme High Street is good. Nails,
hair mobile phones repairs computer
shops etc. It is handy. But it is more
expensive than in town. It has lots
for Afro-Caribbean and ASDA now
supplies all continental foods.”
(Female 60s, June 2016)

Impact
»» Without a main focus for the neighbourhood, social activity is dispersed over various territories.

Ideas
»»

Projects
»»
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Social Participation

KEY:
Areas of Older People
Reported Social Meeting Places for older people
Shops
“Active” Streets (several shops together)
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This map shows the areas of older people in
the neighbourhood alongside the dispersal
of shops and social spaces of reported social
activity for older people. It shows that there is
not a focus or hub of activity, as well as a lack
of informal social space for which older people
have expressed a desire.

St George’ & St Wilfrid’s
The area has a real lack of shops and places where
social activity takes place. The one shop on the
estate is a well known location and often used for
meeting people.

Aquarius
With the Aquarius Centre being closed groups are
using neighbouring religious buildings to put on
activities and events such as the Active Ages group.
There are a few shops close by on Boundary Lane,
and ASDA is on the other side of Princess Parkway.

BBC Loreto
The Hulme Community Garden Centre and Homes
for Change offer some social activity and meeting
spaces. This area is very close to Hulme High Street
and the Library (now housed within the Leisure
centre).

Alex Park
The area has a few shops centrally located and a
few locations where we have reports of existing
age- friendly activity taking place. The closed
“high street” is Claremont Road which has AfroCaribbean shops and takeaways, as well as the
shops on Princess Parkway.
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Social Participation

2

Social activities in Hulme and Moss Side
serve a wide range of people, and many serve
specific communities based on language,
religion or nationality.

“I thought that the Yellowbird was just
for Caribbean people?”
(Female 80s April 2016)

“Theres nothing for the old Irish
community - a lot of them are much
older now, and dont recognise this
area anymore.”
(Community Worker 40s April 2016)
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Impact
»»

Ideas
»» Residents report a desire for activities and events which bring together different cultures.

Projects
»»
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Social Participation

3

There are a large number of activities on offer
compared to other neighbourhoods. Some of
the key ones for older people have closed.

Hulme Library closed in 2015 and is still
unoccupied. The library was moved to
the Moss Side Leisure Centre but many
of the services and activities had to stop.
(Fieldwork/ Urban Design Analysis, 2016)

“Hulme Library was one place where
everyone used to go and mix – young, old
and students, but now closed there isn’t
anywhere to mix all together.”
(Female 60s, Dec 2016)

“There is a reduction in leisure classes at
Greenhays. [focus of majority of courses
is IT, english and employment skills]. There
is a great example of a place offering
courses for adults in London – you pay
£80 for the year and you can attend
whatever classes you like.”
(Female 60s, Dec 2016)
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Aquarius Community Centre has been
closed since February 2016. The groups
such as an art group and exericise group
are using a local church.
(Fieldwork/ Urban Design Analysis, 2016)

“Problem with Aquarius is that everyone
assumes that everyone knows they are
there but no one really does. They don’t
advertise widely enough, and now they are
in financial difficulties.”
(Male 70s, Dec 2016)

There a huge number of community assets
and activities on offer in Hulme and Moss
Side copared with other neighbourhoods
MAFN is working with in Manchester.
(Age Friendly Hulme & Moss Side Calendar,
June 2016)

Impact
»»

Ideas
»» MMU could be a good ally – as they are not going anywhere.
»» Research the Big Life centres - Kath Locke and Zion
»» Oureach to existing groups to make sure the communities which are not as well served continue
to hear about community events.

Projects
»»
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DO NOT
EXPORT THE
FOLLOWING
FINDINGS YET!
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Civic Participation and Employment

1

There are significant numbers of active
resident-led groups in Hulme and Moss Side
which have been established for some time.

“Aquarius Tenants Association set up in
1981. Lot’s of disgruntled people at the time,
it is still running but is low of numbers. Less
issues because the group had successfully
taken them away. ”
(Female 70s, May 2016)

“You do have Moss Side Residents
Association at St James Church, we have
smaller groups.”
(Male 70s April 2016)
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There are at least six active residents
associations, with one being re-formed,
and one haveing folderd. See Residents and
Tenants Associations Map.
(Urban Design Analysis)
Comparison of Age Friendly Hulme & Moss
Side events calendar to Age Friendly Miles
Platting events calendar.
(Calendars)

Platt Claremont Residents Association
include streets in Moss Side and Rusholme.
The residents association covers 25 streets.
(Female 60s, April 2016)

Impact
»» The diversity has led to lots of civic engagement, a huge range of cultural places and venues and
community activists.
»» There are a lot of people and organisations to engage with who could potentially become AFN
partners
»» There is a lot of expertise on instigating and maintaining community organisations in the area

Ideas
»» Could the AFN project have a role in enabling the variety of groups in the area work together on
specific projects?

Projects
»»
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Civic Participation and Employment

Former
TARA

Bentley
House
TARA

Aquarius
RA
Homes for
Change
Coop

Great
Western
Street RA

Newly
forming RA
Moss Side
RA
Bowes
Street
RA
Cranswick
Square
RA

KEY:
Areas of Older People
Reported Meeting Places for resident-led groups.
Existing Tenants & Residents Associations
Past/ Newly forming Residents Associations
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Platt
Claremont
RA

St George’ & St Wilfrid’s
St Georges used to have a tenants and residents
association, but it was closed and has not met for
some years.

Aquarius
The Aquarius does have a residents group. We have
had reports they used to be very active, but since
many problems have gone away they dont meet so
much anymore.

BBC Loreto
This area has no reported residents group. The
Homes for Change is run as a coop so residents
meet regularly to manage their building.

Alex Park
There has been reports of various resdients
meetings. There is a committee at Will Griffiths
and City South have begun to try and start a new
residents association which had their first meeting
in the summer.
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Civic Participation and Employment

2

Unemployment for the over 50s is an issue,
with some reporting issues with the current
job-seekers system due to their age.

“I retired early. My legs might not
work but there’s nothing wrong
with my brain. I sometimes feel
isolated and trapped in my house.
It’s a godsend being able to drive. I
can make myself available, its about
feeling useful” ”
(Female 60s, Dec 2016)
“When you get in this situation
(with a walker) people just think you
have had it, that you are a vegetable.
It’s about being paid for your work.
People don’t think your capable, or
that the standard will be low and you
shouldn’t be paid to do it.”
(Male 50s, Dec 2016)
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“All these courses, and training is fine,
but where are the jobs? Where is it?
Where is the assistance?”
(Male 60s)

“Ive been sanctioned regularly. Last time was
for 6 months. When I went back into the job
centre, they interrogated me about how I
survived with no money.”
(Male 50s, Dec 2016)

“I know someone who took voluntary
redundancy. And when they walked back into
the job centre to look for work it had changed
so dramatically they walked straight back out.
To look for a job later in life can be challenging
as the systems have changed dramatically since
people last worked.””
(Neighbourhood Officer, Housing Association 50s,
Dec 2016)

Impact
»» work and employment has associated health and wellbeing benefits. For example walking to work
helps keep older people active.
»» Unemployment can have a bad effect on older people’s metal wellbeing. Skilled and able people can
quickly become despondant with worklessness.

Ideas
»» Contact City South’s job and work club – also attend The Works to find what is on offer for older
people.
»» There are apprenticeships for older people - need to find out more.
»» Buzz have a training course for people to become community researchers - they have an
agreement with DWP that this will not affect people’s benefits and DWP will not sanction people
attending this training. (in Salford? Need to look and see if possible in Manchester)

Projects
»»
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Civic Participation and Employment

KEY:
Areas of Older People
Volunteering Opportunities
Job Centre Plus / Employment Assistance
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St George’ & St Wilfrid’s

Aquarius

BBC Loreto

Alex Park
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Respect and Social Inclusion

1

The increase of short term residency in
Hulme due to large student numbers and
migration into the area have impacted older
people’s experience of ‘community’.

Older People are living in areas
increasingly occupied by a student/
younger population.
(Spatial Data)

“The whole area is now set up for
students.”
(Women’s focus group, Bingo - Local
Community Centre) from Hidden Voices
Report 2014

“Up my end there’s lots of students, they
rent the houses and then they share. No
noise really when I open the door I bump
into them, but I don’t really have anything
to do with you.You don’t know your
neighbours. Those who live next to me
are quiet.”
(Female 70s, April 2016)

“I don’t go to the post office now, I can’t
get in with all the students in it”
(Women’s focus group, Bingo - Local
Community Centre) from Hidden Voices
Report 2014

“Hulme has always been a place with
a transient population - always had
students!”
(Female, 50s, Dec 2016)
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Impact
»» Older people are blaming other groups who live close to them for anti-social behaviours.
»» Shops are focussed on particular diets and eating habits and do not cater for the older people
living in particular areas.

Ideas
»»

Projects
»»
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Respect and Social Inclusion

KEY:
Areas of Older People (50+)
Areas of Younger People (16-24)
People who have moved to the UK less than 2 years ago
Student Accommodation
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St George’ & St Wilfrid’s
The location of St George’s means that there are
no specific student accommodation schemes here,
and there are fewer numbers of younger people.
In St Wilfrid’s the numbers of younger people are
higher.

Aquarius
In this area it appears that older people are lkiving
with younger people. There are several student
accommmodation blocks surrounding the area, due
to its proximity to the university campuses.

BBC Loreto
This area of older people appears to be quite
island-like in a sea of younger people.

Alex Park
This area has far less younger people and no
student accommodation located within it.
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Respect and Social Inclusion

2

There are ambiguous spaces which lack
ownership throughout Moss Side which leads
to anti-social behaviour.

People are fly tipping round my daughters
area. People are coming from different
side of the street and dumping rubbish like
food so there’s rodents. There’s a scheme
that fixes up the alleyways, with plants and
things. But it won’t work where my daughter
lives as they took away the bins and put in
communal bins. They (council) won’t put in
gates because of the expense.
(Female 40s)

“You see all these mattresses around
[Aquarius]. “
(Female 70s)

The older housing stock includes many
Victorian Terraces which include back alleys
for access to back yards.
(Urban Design Analysis)
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The council is good because it tells you bins
to put out. Now these people you put your
rubbish out and the next day there’s rubbish
in the alley. People are coming in and taking
it out their car.
(Female 70s)

“Platt Claremont Residents Association
set up the ‘Upping It’ Project. The residents
association covers 25 streets, but project
covers whole area. These alleys were
disgusting a year ago, (close to Claremont/
Princess) but have really improved.”
(Female 60s)

Impact
»» This has a detrimental effect on the pereception of someon’e pride in their neighbourhood.
»» Feelings of not being good enough.

Ideas
»» Work with Sharelle (MCC Neighbrouhoods) and Moira (mosscare) and residents in particular area
to work to get an in depth understanding of the issue. Could it have a cheaper lock on the inside,
which the residents have they key for. Should talk to Anne as well – upping it and environmental
group which meet up at Mosscare.

Projects
»»
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Respect and Social Inclusion

KEY:
Areas of Older People
Ambiguous Open Spaces
Alleyways and Walkways lacking natural surveillance (not overlooked)
Alleyways which are part of “Upping It”
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St George’ & St Wilfrid’s

Aquarius

BBC Loreto

Alex Park
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Respect and Social Inclusion

3

190

The MMU Birley campus has led to some
residents reporting a perceived loss of
territory and feelings of alienation

Impact
»»

Ideas
»»

Projects
»»
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Respect and Social Inclusion

4

There is a huge diversity of tenure, cultures,
languages and religions found in Hulme and
Moss Side.

The tenure of housing for older people
includes private ownership and renting, but
has a higher than average percentage of
older people renting social housing.
(Spatial Data)

When mapping community assets, we
identified 31 buildings connected with
religious worship.
(Urban Design Analysis)
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Constant influxes of migrant populations are
reported to have kept the local community
growing, diversifying and thriving.
(From “Telling Stories How Churches are
contributing to Social Capital” report 2005)

Impact
»» The diversity has led to lots of civic engagement, a huge range of cultural places and venues and
community activists.

Ideas
»»

Projects
»»
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Communication and Information

1

Word of mouth is reported to be a key
communication method, but excludes those
who are not already within strong social
networks

Communication and Information

2

City South’s newsletter and text service is
viewed positively, but is currently unavailable
to all residents.

Communication and Information

3

194

Information is not well integrated. Groups
advertise their own activities, but there is no
resource which brings this together
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Community Support and Health

XX
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KEY:
Areas of Older People (spatial data and interpersonal research)
Health Assets (urban design analysis)
Older People reporting bad/ very bad health (spatial data)
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